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evidence, for the purpose only of as with orders or certificates issued by independence day. Business ia gen- behind, pinioning his arms, he threw
definitely decided to send the Most condition was hopeless.
About 10 sisting you In acertaining or running such
officer.
erally suspended and the public and himself to the floor to keep Hall from
Kev. Diomede Falconio to Washington o'clock in the morning they performed
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persons where legal eviIt is my duty to call your attention private buildings are elaborately dec getting hold of his pistol, which he
as papal delegate in the United States. an operation in an endeavor to extract down proper
or particularly to section 13.7 of the commay be thus ascertained
dence
Falconio is now the apostolic delegate the bullet, but they were unable to found;
orated with the national colors. Dur- had In a scabbard inside his trousers Martial Law to Be Repealed In Cape
but in all your deliberations
statutes of 18D7, wherein the law ing the day President Dlaa received behind his right hip. Heifrln manColony, South Africa.
for Canada.
reach it and only succeeded in reruov you will allow no secondary or hear piled
if any person messages
Cape Colony, Sept. I5.r-I- n an interof congratulation from the aged to get bis plBtol out in time
ing some wooden splinters which bad say evidence to weigh with you one provides in effect, thatweapon
either
shall carry a deadly
to shoot Spencer as the latter was re- view today. Attorney General S. L. GraREVOLUTION IN COLOMBIA.
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particle. You are not bound to hear concealed or otherwise on or about the generals of the army, the clergy, and covering from the blow he had given ham said:
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defendant, but it is settlements of the territory, except
him and was about to spring on him
One of the Petty Rebel General Has for nearly two days, never fully regain your duty forto the
"The general indemnity act will beweigh all the evidence upon his own premises or in the law- the latter calling at the palace and pre- and help Hall overpower him. The
Surrendered His Squad.
come a law In a day or two, when maring consciousness after the operation submitted to you, and when you have ful defense of his person, property or senting congratulations on behalf of
ball a 45 Colt's entered Spencer's tial law will be repealed throughout
respective rulers.
Washington, Sept. 15. The state de She died about 6 o'clock Tuesday eve- reason to believe that other evidence family,
it is a crime indictable under their
breast about three inches to the left the colony. Simultaneously the govpartment has received a cablegram ning, without having been able at any within your reach will explain away the
laws of the territory. The law also
of the center and came out under the ernment will proclaim the peace prefrom Minister Hart at Bogota, Colom- time to make a statement regarding the charge, you should order such evl provides that if any person shall draw
THE BIG STRIKE.
right arm. Just as Heifrln fired. Hall servation act, enabling it to control the
bia, which says that the revolutionary the shooting. Dr. Sampson, the coun- dence to be produced, and for that pur a deadly weapon upon another, or if
a Finish by the seized the barrel of the pistol. Heifrln possession, Importation and registrato
be
will
Fought
general, Carreazo, who has been oper- ty physician, conducted a post mortem pose may require the district attorney any person
It
shall handle a deadly
threw his legs around on the small tion of all arms and ammunition. Proating with a strong force on the great examination and found the bullet, to Issue process for such necessary weapon In a threatening
Miners.
manner at or
platform and slid pait way down the found peace reigns throughout the colplains east of Bogota, has surrendered. which is now in the possession of the witnesses.
cannot
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Indianapolis,
"I
except
in
lawful
towards another,
the
Hall holding onto him. The ony."
This is regarded as of most import- coroner. The funeral of the unforIt Is the duty of the grand jury to defense of himself, his family or his predict when the anthracite strike will stairway,
jailer managed to bring the pistol to
ance to the government authorities, tunate woman was held Wednesday present indictments against any and property,
being
anything
done
If
is
be
settled.
it is an indictable offense.
bear on Hall over his shoulder, and
who consider that it assures the pa afternoon. Rev. E. G. Decker officiat- all persons when all the evidence
TRYING TO SETTLE.
law upon this subject will be more by the other side, I don't know of it."
cification 61 the whole eastern legion ing, and was largely attended by her taken together is such, as in the Judir The
John Mitchell, president of the Mine the later loosed his hold and retreated
you by the
particularly
to
explained
The Colombian government also an former associates.
ment of the several members of tne district attorney in case any such mat- Workers, who is at strike headquar- to the uoor calling out to Helfrin, Episcopal Bishop will Talk to Striking
nounced the repulse I.y a government
Miners.
ters In Wilkesbarre, Pa., made this "Don't shoot! I'll give up." He then
Coroner Mahoney commenced an in- grand jury, would warrant a convic ter shall come before your liody.
Pittsburg. Pa., Sept. 15. The Chronicle-Tewar vessel of a revolutionary attack quest at 10 o'clock Wednesday morn- tiou before a trial jury beyond a rea
You are further instructed that if statement today in a long distance tel- dragged his comrade into the corridor legraph
says this afternoon:
some days ago upon the Magdalen ing and summoned the following to sonable doubt. If any of your number any person
and threw water Into his face to see
shall be found on the first ephone interview with the News.
river.
"An important conference la schedThe big defense fund that is being If he could relieve him but found he
serve upon the Jury: Freeman Stew- know of any violations of law, or have day of the week, commonly t ailed Sunart, foreman; J. M. Brannen, Julius a reason to believe there has been any day, engaged in any sport, or in horse collected at the national headquarters was dead. A number of the county off- uled to be held in Pittsburg before tho
Injunction Against Prize Fight.
your duty to racing, cock flghtini;. or in any other in Indianapolis, Mitchell said, is prov- icials about the court house, hearing close of the day that may tend to a
Frankfort, Ky., Kept. 15. Attorney Lessor, G. A. Vl'olff. William Houx and offense of the law, it is
the shot, had rushed Into the front cor- speedy termination of the coal miners'
of the manner disturbing any worshipping as- ing sufficient to relieve the distress.
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by
evidence.
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Mc15.
Judge
you
Sept.
Neb.,
your discussion of evidence,
will
Omaha,
and was still in progress at the hour
You will allow no one to remain in have one at your command, but in no Columbia river fires are still burning Hmskle and Joseph Kierzck, of Posen, trict are greatly interested in proposed
pherson, in the federal court, today, of going to press.
your room during your considerations event must the interpreter or any though the worst 1b over. In Oregon, Mich., were found dead in a room in meeting and while giving no particon application of the Union Pacific
and deliberations upon any subject other person le in your room or withlr as far as reported only two lives were the Newman house here today. It is ular positive grounds for their opinion,
Dead.
Kailway company, granted a temporThe situation ia Cowlitz coun supposed that they turned on the gas, say they are confident the strike will
lost.
15.-calling for an official act cf your body;
Colo.,
Sept.
Springs,
restraining
striking
Colorado
the
ary injunction
be settled In a short time."
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ty.
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(Continued
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to
nor
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last
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Stratton
shopmen from placing "pickets" about
the Union Pacific shops. This action
was taken ..y the railroad because of
an assault made yesterday by pickets
upon two of the strike breakers, one of
whom was killed.
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are rarely seen with distinctness because of this haze.
The waters of the Jordan, when they
reach the sea, are as brown as the
earth through which they flow a
thick solution of mud but the Instant
they mingle with the salt water of the
lake the particles of soil are precipitated, and they become as clear as
crystal, with an intensely green tint.

Let the COLD DUST twin do your work."

Era

OuELML

Carrying so much soil and having so
one would suppose
Cor. Gold Ave. and First St swift a current,
Proprietors of Alvarado Pharmany.
that the sea would be discolored for a
considerable distance, but it is not so.
The discoloration Is remarkably slight.
The Jordan has quite a delta at Its
Most generally there is an hour's dif- mouth, breaking Into a number of
Hard-watthat contains
ference in the rising of the moon, but streams and frequently changing its
for a few days after the September course because of the obstructions
HUGHES ft McCREIGHT, Publishers full moon this will not be so.
brought down by Its own current.
is the best of cleansers. GOLD DUST
Editor
Thos. Hughes
softens the hardest water, cute all
In eight months of the present year
NOT A CANDIDATE.
W. T. McCreight, Mgr. and City Editor
the losses from fires In the United
At Las Vegas yesterday a represen- grease and grime and effectually rids
States have been $8,000,000 less than tative of The Citizen had an interview the house of dirt. It does more work
Published Daily and Weekly.
in 1901 and $22,000,000 less than in with Hon. Charles A. Spiess, who has and better work than any other
1900.
beeu favorably mentioned for delegate cleaner. GOLD DUST is unequaled
to rungr'.sa by many friends In various for washing clothes and dishes.
Arrangements have been made by parts of the territory. Mr. Spiess
dispatcher
Blade only by
afternoon
Press
Associated
of the St. Louis exposi- stated that he was not a candidate for
Largest City and County Circulation the managers
N.
AIRE AN K COMPANY
THE
K.
F
three-daceremony
at the delegate, and that his name would not Cbicaio, Hew York,
The Largest New Mexico Circulation tion for a
Baton, St. Lotus.
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation fair grounds on September 30, Octoler be presented for nomination before the
Makers of FAIRY SOAP.
1 and 2.
on
republican convention at Raton
Copies ol this paper may be found
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
10. This action on the part of
oa file at ashington la the office of The preachers go away all summer October
Is- destined to bring about
Spiess
Mr.
O.
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correspondent.
special
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MINING ENGINEER.
pleasant vacations and have no harmonious action in the republican
Crs, 818 F street, N. W., Washington, on
busy
man
taking
object
a
right
to
to
V. V.. CLARK,
ranks in this territory, and will greatly
,
,
ft C.
J
Mining- ana meiauurericai eiiamwi, vo
his family upon an excursion whenever strengthen him with his party. Mr. West
avenue,
A.juquerque, N. M.
Gold
New Mexico demands Statehood he has the opportunity.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps;
Rodcy's friends think that his faithful
Congress.
plans
from the
reduction works; mines and
service in congress deserves reward, mining; and
mining
investments; second nanaanalysis.
,
of
park
a
D.
owns
Rockefeller
machinery;
John
renomlna-tloncustom assaying and
and that he Is entitled to a
Terms of Subscription:
moun90,000
acres in the Adirondack
IS BO
Daily, by mall, one year.
and the refusal of Mr. Spiess to
OSTEOPATHY.
Daily, by mall, six month
I 00 tains. He keeps adding to it right be a candidate makes the selection of
Daily, by mall, three monins. ....... 1 M along,
expects
use
to
the
time
in
and
republican
Mr.
standard
Rodey
as
one
to
Dally, uj mall,
month
the
Dr. Conner.
78 rest of York state as his back yard.
Dally, by carrier, one month
Poet eradiate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
bearer a certainty.
S 00
Weekly, by mall, per year
Osteopathy, Klrkvllle. Mo. Lung trouof
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
ble and all chronic Uineaea a specialty.
ta the ey at the low rate of 20 cents per
Minority representation is necessary
Office, Whiting buildlnfr. rooms 21 and
YOU CANNOT SLEEP.
WHEN
week, or for 75 cents per month, when
23;
Automatic telephone. 164.
paid monthly. Tl se rates are lees than in republics. Self government cannot
your pillow, do
sleep
shuns
When
those of any other daily paper In the be preserved where the rights of the not resort to drugs. Find out the cause
DENTISTS
territory.
minority is ignored. The republicans of
insomnia. It may be you have
the
Edmund J. Alger, C. D. S.
CALL FOR A REPUBLICAN TERRI- of New Mexico are in favor of a free anxieties. If so, try to remove them.
306 Railroad avenue. Office hours.
ba'.lot and a fair count.
TORIAL CONVENTION.
If they belong to your circumstances, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
A delegate convention of the repubretrench, economize, do without superp. m. Telephone 462. AppointPopular election of senators is com fluities. If they are connected with ill- 5:00
lican voters of New Mexico la hereby
ments made by mall.
called to meet in the city of Raton at ing into .fashion without any constitu ness, your own or another's, seek the
LAWYERS
11 o'clock In the morning of Friday, tional amendments; the primaries in
medical aid and trust In God. But
the 10th day of Octolter, A. D., 1902, many states are signifying their choice best
narpowders
potions,
all
and
;rnard 8. Rodey
for the purpose of placing in nomina- for United States senator and that of avoid all
Albuquerque, N
tion a candidate from New Mexico to course is practically binding on legis cotics that induce an artificial sleep. M.ATTORN
Prompt attention given to all business
Their tendency is cumulative and en- pertaining
congress, and to transthe Fifty-eightto tne proreseion. vviu praclatures.
slaving. The small dose of today will tice In all courts of the territory and beact such other business as may properly come before said convention.
be Inoperative unless you increase it fore the United States land office.
The republican county convention of by a larger dose tomorrow.
The republican electors of this territory and all who believe in the princi- Valencia county will be held in Los Take all the outdoor exercise you ATTORNEY-AT-LA- Ira M. Bond42
F street. N.
ples of the republican party and in its Lunas on Monday, October 6. The can, or, If unable to exercise, get the W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands,
policies aa announced in the national convention will consist of sixty-fou- r
Datenta. coDvrlKhts. cavlats. letters pat
republican platform adopted by the re- delegates and will elect twelve dele- freshest air in the house that you can, ent, trade marks, claims.
publican national convention, held In gates from that county to the repub- and have your sleeping room well venWilliam D. Lee
tilated. Retire about ID o'clock, and ATTORNET-AT-L.Athe city of Philadelphia, June 19, 1900, lican territorial
Offlce. room t
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which
convention,
A
retiring.
tepid
before
a
bath
take
building. Will practice li
Armljo
N. T.
and who believe in and endorse state- meet at Raton, October 10.
territory.
all
courts
of
the
tlie
may
sleep
person
very
hood for the Territory of New Mexico
vigorous
Induce
and favor an honest, fair and just adby a cold plunge, a thorough rub, and
R. W. D. Bryan
Vermont's
Complete
from
returns
ministration of public affairs in this
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N.
a quick going to bed; but this treatterritory are respectfully and cordially election show that the total vote of ment would kill a delicate invalid, who M. Office, First NaUonal Bank butldlnf
asked to unite under this call and to 69,633 was the largest ever polled In
not react from the shock.
Frank W. Clancy
take part in the selection of delegates that state. Of this number 31,778 could
ATTORNET-i- i
rooms 1 and a.
A glass of hot milk or broth and a
to the territorial convention.
were cast for the regular republican biscuit taken before retiring often N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.kt
The several counties will be entitled ticket, 28,117 for the license republicbring peaceful sleep.
E. W. Dobson
to representation as follows':
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, fom
County.
Delegates an ticket, 7,280 were democratic votes
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
'.
22 and 2,458 were cast by prohibitionists.
Bernalillo
Beware of the Knife.
Chaves
3
John H. Stingle,
No profession has advanced more
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell blocs
Colfax
8
PLEASANT CITY.
rapidly of late than Burgery, but it Albuquerque,
N. M.
Dona Ana
6
Vegas pleasantly entertained should not be used except where abLas
Eddy
2
PHYSICIAN
about 1,500 visitors yesterday. Excur- solutely necessary . In cases of piles
8
Grant
Fe,
and
Raton
from
sion
Santa
trains
example,
is
seldom
needed.
for
it
Ouadalupe
3
bi. J. E. Bronson
Witch Hazel Salve cures quick
Homeoiathlo Physician.
;
6 Albuquerque met at the Meadow City
Lincoln
17,
Whiting Block.
Room
Unequaled for
2 with hundreds of cheerful people, who ly and permanently.
J.una
were met at the railroad station by the cuts, burns, bruises, wounds, skin dls- McKinley
We make the best door and window
7 Las Vegans with music and cheers of ases. Accept no counterfeits. "I was so screens. They are far superior to any
Mora
Otero
Nothing occurred during troubled with bleeding piles that I lost made in the east at the same price.
welcome.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
10 the entire day to mar the festive ocRio Arriba
much mood and strength," says J. C. T.
'. . .
Telephone No. 463.
2 casion. The Elks met each train and
San Juan
III.
Phillips,
Paris,
"DeWltt's
Witch
San Miguel
17
to
one
of
the
visitors
the
marched
Hazel Salve cured me in a short time."
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
10
Santa Fe
spread in Soothes and heals. B. H. Briggs & Co.
2 most elaborate lunches ever
Sierra
9 any city in this territory. It was more and J. H. O Rielly & Co.
Socorro
o
Taos
7 of a banquet than a lunch and the libCOMING EVENT8.
6 erality and enterprise of the Las Vegas
Union
September 17 Social dance at Or For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
12 Elks was Eighty appreciated
Valencia
by the
Alternates will not be recognized.
visitors. In the afternoon several hun- chestrion hall by Boys' band, Old
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Proxies will only be recognized if dred of the excursionists visited the
This
wonderful medicine positively
by
county
of
held
the citizens
the same
September 23 L. H. B. and A. ball cures Consumption, Cougns, Colds
hot springs, located In a scenic
from which delegates giving proxies famous
canyon six miles from the city, while at Odd Fellows hall.
were elected.
Asthma, Jrneuinonia.
October 3 Buffalo Bill's Wild West
County conventions must be held on other hundreds visited the pretty
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LuGrippe.
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
gathered
show,
parks
place
of
the
and
then
or before tne 6th day of October. 1902
October 10 Republican convention Hoarseness, Sore Throat end W hoopCounty committees will take proper at the base ball grounds, where Coling Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
action and call county conventions at onel Twltcbeil's trained veterans at at Raton, N. M.
such time and places as they may the bat fell upon Colonel Martin's
October
Territorial fair, Al
NO CURE. NO PAY.
oeem best or on that date.
Santa Fe tigers and won a victory buquerque, N. M.
TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
RICE60c.and$l.
The chairmen and secretaries of the after a closely contested game.
30 Sousa's band, Colombo
October
county conventions are earnestly reThe visitors from Albuquerque are ball, Albuquerque, N. M.
quested to forward true notice of the
$25.00
proceedings of said conventions and of pleased with their trip. They were so
To all points In California, Bakersfield
Like
Nothing
Oil.
engenerously
pleasantly
received and
the namea of such delegates as may be
"In dealing with man, remember to San Francisco, on Santa Fe. Points
elected to the republican county con' tertained that they will be glad to have
a spoonful of oil will go farther on Southern Pacific lines, Bakersfield,
that
rentlon to the secretary of this com' the opportunity of reciprocating, and
Hornbrook, San Francisco, San
mlttee by next mail after the call of hereafter whenever excursion rates that a gallon of vinegar." The same and
auch convention, addressing the same can be secured Las Vegas can expect may be' said of children. There is Jose, Sacramento, and intermediates.
to Santa Fe, N. M.
lothlng so good for children as the old Tickets on sale September 1 to October
a crowd of Trlends from this city.
31, 1902. For other Information, call
Where there are no regular organ'
The gathering yesterday will do fashioned castor oil. However much on or address F. L. Myers, agent A. T.
ized county committees the members
they may abhor it. It Is their best med
feeling
much
to
ill
eradicate
the
that
of this committee are authorized and
icine for disorders of the bowels. In & S. F.
directed to perform the duties of the has recently grown up between Las the more severe cases of diarrhoea
county committee and act accordingly, Vegas and Albuquerque. The two ci$45.00
ties are mutually dependent upon each and dysentery, however, Chamber To Monterey, Cal., and return, account
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
Chairman Republican Central Com other in many ways, and their inter Iain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea meeting National Wholesale Druggists'
mlttee.
ests do not conflict in any way. Let's Remedy should be given after the oil association. Tickets on sale SeptemAttest: JOSE D. SENA, Secretary.
pull together In the future for the up- operates, and a quick cure is sure to ber 30, October 1 and 2. Stopovers al
building of the future state, and the follow. For sale by all druggists.
Final return
lowed both directions.
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For Delegate to Congress
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prosperity of Its cities.
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For other in15,
November
limit
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SPRINGS
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JEMEZ
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B. 8. RODEY.
formation, call on or addresss F. L.
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8TAGE LINE.
DEAD SEA WATERS.
Carries the U. S. man; only line with Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.
Las Vegas will have a winning team
Scientific observation justifies the es a change of stock en route; good rigs
In the base ball tournament at the ter timate that a daily average of 6.500.000 horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
Thursday and Sat
rltorlal fair.
tons of water Ib rcTelved into the Dead que every 6Tuesday,
a. ra. For particulars ad
urday at
sources
Jordan
Sea from the
and other
dress W. L. Trimble u. Co., agents, A!
Colonel Bryan loet out In Iowa, but during the year, writes W. E. Curtis buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprle'
.
During tor, Jemez.
his platform was kindly remembered In the Chicago Uecord-Heraldby the democrats of Idaho.
the rainy season the amount is very
Any man who doesn't take advant
207 West Cold Avenue.
much greater; during the dry season
The professional Jurymen In the ter it Is, of course, very much less, but age of our great shirt sale by laying In
ritories are in luck. The pay has been this average will bo maintained year a supply for tho next twelve months
raised from f 2 to 3 per day.
after year. There is no outlet and the ought not to wear any. The Lion
levfl is kept down by evaporation only, Store.
Germany and Great Britain, while which Is very rapid because of the lu
Knights of Pythias.
otherwise friendly, do not relish the tense heat, the dry atmosphere and
Mineral Lodge, No.
Intense American spirit of President the dry winds which are constantly
Knights
of Pythias All
speeches.
blowing down from the gorges between
Iloosevelt's
members are requested to
This evaporation
the mountains.
be present at their Castle
The Las Vegas newspaper men had causes a haze or mitt to hajig over the
- )
'.Hall on. Gold avenue at 8 i v:
a strenuous time yesterday chasing lake at all times, and, when it is more
Visitors
tonight
o'clock
the hundreds of elusive items connect rapid than usual, heavy clouds form welcomed.
ed with the big excursions to that city and thunder storms sometimes rage
W. F. SWITZER, C. C.
with great violence in the pocket be
D. E. PHILLIPS, K. of ft. & S.
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seathe
which
moon
dry
even
cliffs,
tween
in
the
the
The full
Demlng needs one hundred new
of September will be that wonderful son. A flood of rain often falls upon
CO, Proprle.r&.
thing, the harvest moon. For several the surface of the sea when the sun is houses to supply the demand, and VVh.. GOETTINQ
now. This demand con
successive evenings the moon will rise shining and the atmosphere Is as dry needs them
grow.
All kinds of Fresn Meats bandied,
at dark, shedding across the earth dur as a bone half a mile from the shore, tinues to
o
Bausago making s specialty.
ing the whole eight Us mild teams The mountains around the Dead Sea
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100,000 yards of Mill Ends of Calicoes, PerMuslins, Amoskeag Ginghams.
cales,
Crepon Plaids, FouIg Serges, Outing Flannels,
Sateens, Corduroy, etc.-- - ell perfect goods and at
prices that bsffle description. On sale Tuesday
morning at 8 o'clock.
36-inc- h

er

GOLD DUST

Mill Ends at practically nothingl Mill Ends,
the sight of which "uill make you happy in
lengths from 4 to 10 yards positively the choicest lot of stuff ever brought to Albuquerque.
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LEON D.OTERN.Proprietor

We told you it was coming knd to reward
your patience we will treat you to a Bargain
Feast that you will remember for years to come!
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Everybody will be here. Why not YOU?

TUESDAY AT 8 A. fl.

REMEnBER

Come early or you will miss something.
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M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE

Water and Oil Atomizers
of every description.
Come and examine.

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RAILWAY

& CO.

J. H. O'RIELLY

Prescription Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

THIRD STREET
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Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

AUk0riTesl and

CIGARS

if

West Railroad Avenue.

H3

salt Meaty

AM SAUSAGE fACTOBY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

N. THIRD STREET

Win. Glaesner,

.... Tailor.

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL O.. iHE

Automatic 'phone 574
2161

South Second Street.
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Market The
.,
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to $3.00

14-1- 8
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Alhnpnern'iA.

CALIFORNIA LIMITED

V Mt.

AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY

LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
AND THE UNEQUALLED
CUISINc OF THE
DINING CAR,

Metropolitan

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.
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Bright Outlook for Mining Operations

SEPTEMBER 15, 1902

RepairsHair

Pecos.

At Chicago
BASE BALL.
6
Chicago
The following games were played on Cincinnati
8
Saturday afternoon:
Second game
National League.
Chicago
6
At Brooklyn
8
Cincinnati
Brooklyn-NeYork game postponA Parson's Noble Act
ed; rain."
"I want all the world to know,"
At Pittsburg
4 writes Rev. C. J. Budlong. of Ashaway,
Pittsburg
6 R. I., "what a thoroughly good and
Cincinnati
"I used only one bottle of Ayer's
Professor Smith Is one of the leading
Batteries: Tannehill and Phelps; reliable medicine I found In Electric mining experts in the United States, Hair Vigor and it completely stopped
Poole and Bergen.
Bitters. They cured me of Jaundice and came out here to look at some my hair from falling out." Mrs. C.
Leasenfeld, New York City.
At Chicago
and liver troubles that had caused me properties. In answer to Inquiry as to tl.M.
All sisttlsts.
1. C AYES CO.. Lswell, Mass.
12 great suffering fnr many years.
Chicago
For what he thought of the outlook in this
0 a genuine,
St. Louis
cure they excel
GOOD MAN DEAD.
' Batteries: Williams and Kling; anything I ever saw." Electric Bit- vicinity, he said:
"Well, there has been practically no
Murphy, Currie and Ryan.
ters are the surprise of all for their development, but the outlook Is very Father of Hon. W. H. Jack Dies in
wonderful work in liver, kidney and satisfactory. The formation of ore Is
Pennsylvania,
League.
American
Don't fall to try due, of course, to natural action and
stomach troubles.
Mrs. W. H. Jack, of Silver City, re
At Boston
them. Only 50 cents. Satisfaction Is the effects of Igneous rocks, and where ceived a telegram the first of t'.ie week
game postpon- guaranteed by all druggists.
the rock is seen cutting into the an- from her husband, who is at Hollys-burg- .
ed; rain.
Pa., saying that his father bad
cient formations, or sediment rocks,
MATTERS.
Detroit
OFFICIAL
At
Is apt to find ores and precious died at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
one
Chicago-Detrogame postponed;
The territorial board of equalization metals, and that I note here. As to Mr. Jack, Sr., was 92 years oi and was
rain.
has completed its work and has ad the district at Tecolote, which I ex- one of the most highly respected and
At Cleveland
A full account of Its pro- amined, I am Inclined to think It is nfiuential men In the community in
journed.
4
Cleveland
appear In The Citizen hardly of a satisfactory nature, but no which he was a resident. Mr. Jack
will
ceedings
1
St. Louis
doubt some of the prospects will pay, s survived by an aged wife and two
during
week.
this
Batteries: Bernhard and Woods;
but the average Is low. One's idea is. sons. Hartley J., of Pittsburg. Pa.,
Powell and Kahoe.
of course, to treat the whole dump and William H., of Silver City. The
Office Business.
Land
game
Second
Guy F. Boyd, when mining, and I am Inclined to be many friends of the Hon. W. H. Jack
Entry:
Homestead
Cleveland
..2 Roy, 120 acres. Mora county.
lieve to do that would be risky. Still, throughout the territory will sympa1
St. Louis
Inquiries are coming in addressed to there Is no question that some of the thize with him In his loss.
Sudhoff
Joss
Bemls;
and
Batteries:
the postmaster at Santa Fe regarding ore could be treated profitably, no
and Sugden.
It seems very BOSTON'S BARBER REGULATIONS.
the proposed Tent City sanitarium. question whatever.
strange
to
me that there has not been
will
no
project
Is
doubt
the
There
that
Western League.
Board of Health Orders Sterilization of
be a success if it continues to be more prospecting done In the territory.
At Omaha
All that Barbers Use on Customer.
go
nothing.
One
find
can
for miles and
7 widely and wisely advertised.
Omaha
A special dispatch from Boston, May
while In most mining communities 5, 1900, to
4
St. Joseph
the New York Sun gives as
kidney
years,"
for
trouble
"I had
Batteries: Alloway and Gondlng; writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shel-ton- . there are prospectors' cabins every new regulations of the Boston Board
where.
Chinn and Roth.
of Health as to barber shops:: "Mugs,
Wash., "and the doctors could not
"I have been on the Pecos river part
Second game
shaving brushes and rav.ors shall be
Kidney
Cure,
Foley's
I
help
me.
tried
of the time, and there is no question
3
.,
Omaha gave
very first dose
me relief about what could be opened there. sterilized after each separate 'ise
2 and the
St. Joseph
1 cannot say too much
I
am
cured.
and
country is a paradise for pros thereof. A separate, clean towel hall
Batteries: Foreman and Gonding; for Foley's Kidney Cure." Sold by That
iited for each person. Ma erul to
pectors,
and I cannot understand why bo
Glade and Roth.
s.-the flow of blood shall be used
Pharmacy.
Alvarado
more development has not been done.
At Des Moines
only in powdered form, and applied on
o
as
all
conveniences
are
hand.
at
the
9
Kansas City
AN INDUSTRIOUS LOVER.
Speaking of the region near Glorieta a towel. Powder puffs are prohibited."
1
Des Moines
Newbro's "Herplclde" Is
the famous Hamilton mine, every Wherever
Batteries: Weimer and Wilson; Wil- That San Marclal Masher Causing and
on
face
and scalp after shaving
used
thing looks most encouraging. There
More Trouble.
lis, Feeney and Lobeck.
or hair cutting, there is no danger as
fine
streams,
are
timber,
coal
and
At Denver
Our readers will remember that
it Is antiseptic, and kills the dandruff
25 about a year ago a fellow named everything a man could want. The germ. Send 10 cents in stamps for
Denver
coal In that district would certainly
4 Isabel Baldonado,
a thorough-goinPeoria
to mine; It seems everywhere and sample. The Herplclde Co., Dept. "F,"
Batteries: Lembke and O'Connell; masher, had a row with one Francisco pay
I thing the outlook over the territory, Detroit, Mich.
Chaves on the roof of the latter's
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good, and that there
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with his wife, says the surroundings, is
is a future for the mining Interests of
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Bee. They were captured and brought
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been used far over sixty years by
Game called at the end of twelfth In back. Isabel was not prosecuted. Then New Mexico."
Asked how, judging from the ores he millions of mothers for their children
ning on account of darkness.
Isabel objected to the attention See
seen, would be the best way to while teething with, perfect success.
had
and
Baerwald
Newmeyer,
tion Foreman Wilson was paying the
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treat
the ores, he said:
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allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
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the
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Is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
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was cinched In the district court to formations, which predominate, should pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug
be leached. The other ores ahould be gists in every part of the world.
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husband of the woman has been work today
for his home in New York, where take no otter kind.
At St. Paul
ing at Cerrillos, and she has been in
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some large capitalists in
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charge of their corn crop, stock and
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expert way. This was his second
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other interests. One day last week an
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Vegas recently.
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Isabel decided that the scenery around visit to Las
The kind you always wore
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Cuchillo was peculiary adapted for
C. L. D5ran,"the postoftlce Inspector,
Shirts! Shirts! Shirts!
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love with Mrs. Chaves, so they sold came In Saturday on No. 2, after a
You get them at Tbe I.lon Store.
corn crop, packed the woman's swing around the territory.
the
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with other
A set of 17 copper, steel and enam
three kids in the
Fathers Gllberton, Pouget and Le
portable stuff, and slowly and happi Gulllon returned Friday afternoon from eled cooking utensils, well worth $7.50,
The following games were played on ly made
absolutely free with every Majestic
their way to the classical their trip to Watrous.
Sunday afternoon.
Cuchillo. Friends of the husband se
M. Lumpkin returned from Range sold next week at Albuquerque
A.
Rev.
American League.
cured a warrant and the elopers were his vacation trip Friday afternoon. He Hardware Co. Don't get left.
At St. Louis
brought back the second time, but no came direct from Roswell, but has
"DIAMOND ICE."
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criminal action has been taken against been as far away from the fold as Hot
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them. The woman Is attractive and a Springs, Ark.
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
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R. D. Rice, the city surveyor, and work. Whitney company.
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stonally and In appearance is not un William nioom field went down to
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like General Miles. Ills specialty is Rowe Saturday to do some surveying
At Chicago
making with some other fellow's on one of the big mining claims near accessories at Tho Economist.
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Manuel Padilla escaped from the In& Co., 117 West Gold avenue.
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the Edmunds act. The abused hus sane asylum Friday afternoon and no radaiia
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band is an industrious Indian, and he trace of him has yet been found. The
Ladies' waists and colored shirt
1
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is due to make a grand stand play at fellow was a "trusty" and had been em waists at Icbs than
price at The
any time in defense of his honor and ployed In the kitchen. He was from Economist.
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American
home.
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of his son, Serapio, then on forty miles
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more overland to the tie camps in the
The Eastside Kindergarten will open
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September 22. For information Inquire
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Edwin W. Joy's Test Case of There was a large attendance at the of Miss Newell. 228 North Walter
Minneapolis
reception tendered the new rabbi, Dr. street.
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Blight's Disease.
M. I.efkovltz, late of Nashville, Tenn
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F. A. Jones, t. M C. E.
at the synagogue Friday night. The
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Consulting Mining Engineer
doctor arrived on No. 7, which did not
Louisville
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey
VyHEN THE RAN FRANCISCO riLSIXE.3 get in until 7 o'clock, and was taken
Albuquerque. N. M.
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T.efkovitz
.8 practical
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tenia in cases of Urighra Disease snj
Have you seen that blue enameled
a very favorable impression. He
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ability,
of
and
League.
druggist,
&
stopped
one of I ho investigators
Western
said tie bad a Irieod who bad an advanced case predict much success for him in his ware company's store. It Is the most
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of Hrlght's Disease and was beyond human aid. new field of labor. There was a spe beautiful and ornamental ware ever
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" would
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a tine lest for t hu compound. We told Joy to
St. Jopeh
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we gave him t' a treatment
every Majestic Range sold at our ex
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Joy stnrtod for a
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to
find
return
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majority.
querque Hardware Co.
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We now skip ten months. Joy has returned. commissioners of Mora county, asking
Second game
His
friend Is not only still liting, but instead
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Miss Nellie Taylor U returning to
a month apart, as formerColorado Springs
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- ly,
Milwaukee
bud Instead of being contlned in a li.pilul be is
living at Lome and is now down on the. street They allege that four precincts have and will resume her classes in piano
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At Des Moines
The regular annual meeting of the
1
hearing will take place in Raton in
Des Moines
Medical works agree that Brleht'i Disease
5 and DiatHiles are incurable, but e? per cent are about ten days.
The" gentlemen also stockholders of the Rio Grande Irriga
Kansas City
positively recovering under the Fulton Com- presented a litt of democrats, asking tion & Colonization company will be
game
Second
pounds. (Dropsy. Bladder Trouble. KneuinatUm
2 from uric acid, and the minor kidney diseases that the minority have representation held at room No. 4 in the N. T. Armijo
Des Moines
are soon relieved.) Price, 1 for ilright s Dis- in each precinct on the registration building In the city of Albuquerque
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Free
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Fulton
or
Call
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free.
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Colo., ball team will be September, 1902, being the 18th day of
Creek,
Gray
National
Franstreet,
Sua
Mills Uuildiug,
here Saturday and Sunday week. This September. 10(2, at 12 o'c lock noon of
At St. Louis
cisco.
6
J. H. ORielly & Co., Sole Agents, team has a big reputation, and just re said day.
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Nature .always tries to

repair damaged hair. Sometimes" she succeeds, very
often she doesn't. She needs
MORA COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ENJOINED
Ayer's Hair
a little help
the hair,
repairs
Vigor.
It
Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 13. Your touches it up, gives it new
correspondent called on Prof. Frank C. life, brings back the old dark
Smith to get his opinion regarding the
color, and makes it soft and
general outlook In the territory, and
especially in the vicinity of Las Vegas. glossy. Cures dandruff, too.
on the Upper
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NEW MEXICO, g
,rle
But Everything In the
Or tods Line.
Agents for McCal' V.tt.r,. All Patterns 10 and 15 eta.
Mall Order
d Filled Same Day a Received.
Solicited
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New Fall Dress Goods
New Dress and Walking Skirts, New Dress and

Walking Suits, New Silk Skirts, New
Silk Suits, New Capes and Jackets
As usual we arc the first to show you a well equipped assortment of new and stylish fall merchandise. You will find
everything that's new, desirable and
up-to-da- te.

New Fall Dress Goods

NEW FALL KEADY.

We are showing among the new
Fall Fabrics: The new Scotch Mix-t- u
res, Snowflakes, Zlbellnes, Cheviots, Mannish Suitings, Imported
Broadcloths, Plaid Dack and two
toned Skirtings, Wool Crash, Wool
Crepe de Chene, Hopsacklng, Pebble Cheviots and a dozen more different weaves, too numerous to
mention.

JVUDE DRESSE5 AND

New Fall Waistlngs
Silk and Wool Wastlngs of this
season's latest designs, beautiful,
heavy Silk Corded, Persian effect
and Plaids.

New Fall Dress

SUITS, WAISTS
AND .SKIRTS
We have paid more attention this season to Our Ready
Made Department than any
previous season and boast of
showing you the most up to
date and best equipped assortment of Ready Made
wearing apparel in this territory.
NEW TAILOR MADE SUITS
in all the latest styles and
weaves.
NEW WALKING SUITS
in Green, Oxford Greys, Black
and White.
NEW DRESS 8UITS
with Silk Lined Drop Skirts
in colors and black.

Trimmings
New Spangled trimmings in Band
and Crimps.
New Chiffon Applique trimmings,
new Silk Applique trimmings in colored and black.
New Mohair, velvet trimmings.
New Mohair and silk trimmings.

NEW SILK 8HIRT WAI8T
8UITS
in Black and Colored Changeable Taffetas and Peau de
Sole.

NEW

FANCY

VELVET

8UIT8.

1

Mi,uti,-uuer-

We are Bhowing everything that's
new. Over fifty different styles to
select from.

New Fall Silk Skirts
We carry an elegant line of them
in Taffeta, Peau de Sole, Silk Crepe
de Chene,
Lace, made over
Silk Drop Skirts, flttel Linings and
some without Lining.
All-Ov-

New Fall Woolen and

Silk Waists
Made
Cheviot
Velvet,
endless

of Brllllantlne, Damask,
or fine Botany Flannels,
Taffetas, Peau de Sole in
variety, colors and styles.

New Fall Cap;

and Jackets

Our stock of Ladles', Misses' and
Children's Capes and Jackets comprises all the latest styles and has
never been better assorted than
You will find such
this season.
styles as the Monte Carlo and Cof-f- e
Jackets in ail the latest colors
and makes. '

New Fall Silk Petticoats
New Fall Underwear
New Fall Hosiery

than ever and we are sure that we can please you if you are in need of
anything in the Dry Goods line. No trouble to show goods.
THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMISE

First Showing

Mm

IXAl

HIE

suit

of New Fall and

Winter Clothing!
For a week everyone about
the Establishment has been
on the jump marking and
arranging: Wearables that
have been daily pouring in- to our store I We have now

reaay

A REGULAR

cr.-at-

g

Dress Skirts

You will find our stock of merchandise complete and better equipped

--

1-

New Fall Walking and

....
FEAST

$

J

I

Of New and Beautiful Things in Men's. Boys and
Children's Wear We are especially proud of our J
men s suit Display. We have tho best suits made
by thn bet makers we know anything about. It
would take miles of talk to do them near justice.

SUITS FROM $10.00 UP TO $25.00
(

Dunlap $5.00 Hats.'Hawes $3.00
Hate; Nelson $3.50 Shoes;
Suits Made to Order.

fl. HANDELL
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Keep the sys
tem In good
condition by an
occasional dose
of the Bitters.
It will restore
vigor to the system prevent

menl, will meet all children under 12,
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
who are Interested ' In learning to
Ing, at 1ft o'clock on Saturday, at the
Miss Blna M. West, supreme recorder
library building, tot the purpose of orfor
the national order of the Ladles of
'
class,
the
ganizing
a Saturday chorus
ii
;,
The lljiadow Tflwn jFlflj With Ex, lows: Inning
Maccabees, accompanied by her
expen
Jlile bit afe to first
of which wilt be $1 for three the
FUNERAL
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a
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last
and
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guest of the Albuquerque, bive Miss
anu ague ana
i'
v!
ta doing advanced work, are West is touring
Hale scored", H&rrls tilt to pitcher1 and
the southwest visiting
- '
cure
requested to meet Miss Zearlng at 4:15
was thrown out at first. Gross flew out
SANTA FE CENTRALS DEFEATED.
ladles of the different towns.- The
J S ick Headache,
on Monday afternoon at the library the
to left field, Cosgrove made clean hit
ladies of the local hive have the visit
3 Nervousness,
building.
t
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
and Moran scored on an error, Nygren
ing ladles out tallyho riding this after
Indirection.
9
open
at
The musical primary will
noon
banquet
Sunday morning at 6:30 o'clock the forced Cosgrove at second.
be
tonight
will
and
a
Dyspepsia and
o'clock on Thursday morning.
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after
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of a most delightful day spent In the York decided thegame
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panies, will pass through the city this
Meadow city. Six passenger coaches ensued and the
I
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and
of
Snow
Ballard's
Liniment
Fe
Santa
refusing
to
passenger No. 7, bound for
as you slice off a succulent piece of
And a baggage car furnished ample ac- twenty minutes, Santa Fe
2
raised from the dead. I tried to get evening on
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more,
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out,
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Henry
Rafael Moon and
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Fortune Favors a Texan.
went on to Las Vegas, where the Al Parsons made safethird.
peared before Judge Crawford this
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"Having distressing pains In head,
buquerque train, with Agent T. L. Mey- and was caught at Tayldf
The members of the Italian band are morning, charged with being drunk back and stomach, and being without
struck out.
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ers, arrived at 10:45 a. m. A train from
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second
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And other points north arrived at the
of Kennedale, Tex., "and soon felt like
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brought
to
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Saturday afternoon and
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Hale
base
Game.
Ball
The
rleht field. Hale caueht napping at eases. No need for it. Doan's Oint pany.
dren arriving from southern Califor
o
Prescription Druggist
ment cures. Can't harm the most deli
The Santa Fe Centrals and the Las first.
GEO. B. WILLIAMS,
nia last Saturday morning. Mr. Trim
get
you
us
you
'with
When
trade
promptly
50
cents.
Vegas Blues crossed bats at
probably
Shirk fouled out, HcGillivray fanned cate skin. At any drug store,
fe
family,
will
lle, with his
prompt delivery.
3 o'clock and it is needles to say that out, Vorhes fouled out.
No. 17, I. O O. F, At
Lodge
Harmons'
get
courteous
treatment.
You
the game, that followed was a hot one
safe
Seventh Inning Harris bunted
11
.
.
I
tentionl
You get the best goods for the best
J
Nearly two thousand people witness ly. Gross passed on balls, Cosgrove
me
muuiu Al
tor a uaa lasie id
eve
Tuesday
meeting
of
regular
The
price;
possible
was
game
grand
stand
and the
ed the
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab- CCOCOCXXXXXDCXXOOOOOOOOOOOO OCOCCOCOCXDOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
struck out, Nygren Hew out to rignt
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Col. Twitcbell's field, Harris and gross scored on Mc ning, September 16, will be postponed
filled to overflowing.
lets. For sale by all druggists.
may
oc
society
babies beat Billy Martin's pets by the Donald's wide throw to second base to In order that another
O.
Alfred Monk and wife will leave for
.
.
Fresh Neufchatel.(1San Jose Market
11
t,nnn am cudv the hall. Per order of H.
f1
n
close score of 9 to 8.
eaten urOBB
SieaiiD. layiui uuno
o
San Bernardino, Cal., tomorrow night,
FrIU Barker,- of Denver, went In the balls. Flaherty out to second. Vorhes I Strong, N. Q. . 0. S. Pillsuury, secreand
Racket
Be sure to call at The
Mr. Monk having been transferred
y
box for 'the Centrals and Charlie made a phenomenal catch on this play.
see Fred Kaufmann's line of samples from the Tailroad shops here to those
Rhodes did the twirling for the Blues,
I
In the last half of this inning Santa
Honey and Tar Is peculiarly before you buy your fall suits. Suits
:.
The Blues found Harker regularly Fe took a brace at bat, when McDon-- adapted for chronic throat troubles and built to order for $12 and up; pants $3 at San Bernardino.
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Inning
way
to
gave
In the fifth
and
aid led off with a two base hit; U. Par-- wU1 posttlvely cure bronchitis, hoarse-son- s and up. Fit and stylo guaranteed.
Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
Carl Fettus. Rhodes pitched a brilliant
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu
hit safe to pitcher and stole sec- - j neg8 ana fcU bronchial diseases.
D. H. Boatright.
Furniture
game.
lous affections. At all times a match
Catron went to first on error and I (use BUbBtItutes. Sold by Alvarado
system
re
Money
purifier.
as
were
teams
tonic
two
less
35
up
of
quart
bottle,
the
Crockery,
The line
Genuine Senfgurken,
"'mm
McDonald scored. Alarm maae Dase pharmacy..
funded if you are not satisfied. BOc
follows:.
cents. San Jose Market.
B.
O'Reilly
Co.
H.
H.
and
$1.
J.
ft
and
Granitewear,
Shirk, third scored, Fettus hit fast past first and
Santa Fe Centrals
Music Classes.
Briggs ft Co
Albuquerque
week
at
All
the
this
may
base; McGillivray, right field; Vorhes Alarid scored, Fettus scored, Shirk
To the end that all who wish
Tinware, ,
store Majestic
...
n n nnnAnnltv in
second base; McDonald, catcher; Geo oui- Hi
Mrs. S. H. Mulligan, of Bland, is In
fl - Hardware company's Ynn
--- Ipom
- thP
1Annil..u n . . r. lr nut
,Uv. VaA """HK"'
r
invited
vhlhltlnn
Art Squares,
Parsons, first base; Catron, center The Las Vegas team were apparently I ment3 of vocal music, the department
the city.
field; W. Parsons, left field; H. Alarid In the air and the Santa Fe rooters of music of no university of New Don't get left.
Mattresses,
Mokl Tea Positively Cures Sick Headshort stop; Harker and Fettus, pitch- stampeded. The scene on the grounds Mexico proposes to place the subject
Cranberries. San Jose Market.
Headache.
Springs.
ers.
within the reach of every child in the
A de
was indescribable.
Indigestion and constipation.
Las Vegas Hale, left field; Moran,
Strawberry Sherbet, Peach, Vanlla lightful herb Jrlnk. Removes all erup
Eighth Inning Rhodes hit high fly vicinity. Miss Zearlng, of this depart- BEDS-ALL
IRON
SIZES
catcher; Harris, second base; Gross, to right field, Hale hit pop up to first
and Chocolate Ice Cream.. Delaney's. tions of the skin, producing a perfect
money
25c
complexion
refunded.
or
UP
$3.00
base, Moran fanned,
Meadow Gold butter, the finest made, and 50c. Wr,te o us for free sample.
Vorhes hit safe to center and stole
W. H. Hooker & ?o., Buffalo, N. Y. J.
Jaffa Grocery Co.
The
,
O.
hit
Parsons
second. McDonald and
H. O'Reilly ft Co. and B. H. Briggs ft
dreaded and deadly of all dis
th
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
and were out at first. Cat eases, as well as pneumonia, and all
iRESH lobsters, fresh fish, fresh Co.
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS toronpitcher
o
ON EASY PAYMENTS
lung troubles are relieved at once ana
struck out.
shrimps tomorrow at the San Jose
For forty years Dr. Fowler's Extract
Ninth Inning Levi substituted for cured br Ackers English Remedy "the
euro dyspepsia ana all disorders ariscuring
coughs
of Wild Strawberry has been
ing from indigestion. Endorsed by phy- Harris and was passed on four bad Une of all cough cures."Z& Cures
HOUSE FURNISHINGS
cents, your
sicians every where. Bold by all drug- ones, Oross hit safe, Nygren hit safe, and colds In a day
"The best is always the cheapest." summer complaint, dysentery, diarrhgists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial Levi and Gross scored, Taylor out at money back If dissatisfied. Write for The Majestic Range is best, and we oea, bloody flux, pain in the stomach,
New and Second Hand.
free sample. W. H. Hooker & uo., want you to come In and let us tell you and It has never yet failed to do everypackage free by writing to V. H. HookBuffalo N. Y. J. H. O'Rlelly ft Co., and
er A Co., Buffalo,' N. Y. J. H. O'Rlelly first.
thing claimed for It.
why. Don't get left.
W. Parsons out at first, Alarid and B. H. Briggs ft Co
A CO.. and
Albuquerque N. M.
H. Briggs A Co.
117 Gold Avenue

Vegas.

trip to

third base; Cos grove , first base; Ny-- i
gren, short stop; Taylor, center field;
Flaherty, right field; Rhodes, pitcher.
The game by Innings was as fol-
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ALL THIS WEEK

REMEMBER

ALL THIS WEEK

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

The Great Majestic Cooking

Sherwin-Willia-

est

I

Paint Building Paper

ms

Wears Long- 8ASH," 'DOORS, ' "BLEfDS,' PLA8TKK
Host Boonomicai I Fall Meaaara I UMK, CKMKKT, GLASS, PAINT KUr
First Street aa4 Lead AveaiM, Albuoueraac.

Covers Mots

I

Looks Best

I

EXHIBIT
Havingflbeen requested by many of our customers to have one
2-- ofThe Great Majestic Cooking Exhibits, we have
arranged same for all this week.
LTCT-- 'WJ333
'

rwsLJ

Exhibit Now Going On

WE WILL GIVE WITH EACH
MADE OF HEAVY

SALE, DURING THIS WEEK ONLY,
COPPER NICKEL ANDENAMELED,

A

COMPLETE SET OF WARE,

WORTH 97.50.

RANGE
FAIL TO CALL AND GET A GOOD CUP. OF COFFEE AND HOT BISCUIT8, AND SEE THE WORKING OF THE BEST STEEL AND MALLEABLE IRON
NOW USING AND WILL LAST A LIFETIME. EARLY CALLERS GET A MAJESTICSOUVENIR
YOU
ARE
FUEL
THE
HALF
WITH
COOK
WILL
THAT
RANGE
ON EARTH, A
REMEMBER THE DATE.
j .t. x. i
-

.

OUR

Stvies Are the Latest- Vehicles and Harnesses Are Fullv Guaranteed
Prices Prove a Saving to you;

nriNT

You Should

-

v

Albuquerque Hardware Company

3CJ J.

See"-Our...-v
....

'

....$45 Road Wagons

Korber. & Co.,:X':L0

THE ALfcUQUEHQUE DAILY CITIZEN MONDAY SEPTEMBER l.V 1902
Not Doomed! for Life.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
I was treated for three years by
good doctors," writes W. A. Greer,
Note Ait classified advertisements
McConnellsville, O... "for piles, and
119 RAILROAD AVE.
or "rather "liners," one cent word Irt?
U failed, Bucklen's
when
fistula,
but,
v '1 On4)f tttpp la fown which employe
(Concluded from page Ibne.)
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
Arnica Salve cured me In two weeks." any classified advertisements, 16 oeats.
your hearing during your balloting, or Cures burns, bruises, cuts, nnrna
In order to Insure proper classification
Thirty years' experience
determining whether or net en indict eruptions, salt rneum, piles pr no pay; an "liners" should be left at this' Of: 'Mi nov4lOe lt ;'fh
rta"
? Ji
fice pot later than S o'clock p. m.
...
ineni suau he returned.
' '
zc at an drug stores
Imported
finest
Worsteds and "It will be the fluty of the arranri' lnr
o
Goods
from all tha lead to select one of your number
PERSONAL PKOPERTY LOANS.
Tweed.
Baggage for "the trip around the
Moraing cloth Arm" of Europe and whose duty It will be to make and pre world" Thursday, evening will be limitAmerica.
serve me minutes of your nmrwHinn ed to twelve trunks, three bird cages
The beet cloth display for Fall except your votes on Indictments. Such and two poodles.
Start from Dr. On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
and Winter In Mexico.
minutes snouid be furnished the nrnu. Briggs' drug store.- Wagons and other Chattels, as low as
We eollclt your patronage, getv cutlng attorney to aid him In drawing
'
o
Now Is the time to order you a new $10.00 and as high as $200.00. They are
tie men dreeaera. Satisfaction guar indictments. If you nnd anv. in aoonrrt.
quickly
ance with your Undines. The law la a suit for the fair. Men's suits built to Time: Imade and 1strictly private.
anteed or no sate.
year Is given.
month to
up.
Pants $3 and up.
little lax as to when and how the order for $12 and
grand Jury shall carry on Its proceed Why pay $15 for the same suits that Goods to remain In your possession,
ings. The grand Jury, however, Is un- we will make you for $12? D. H. Boat OUR RATES are reasonable. See us
before borrowing.
der the supervision of the court, and I right, The Racket.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
direct that your hours of labor shall be
OPEN EVENINGS.
We want you to notice our prices.
from 9 till 12 o'clock In the forenoon,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
and from 2 until half Dast 5 In thn aft They should convince you that It Is
XOtoaK-vxtMKRooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
ernoon; and further direct that during money In your pocket to trade with us.
305 West Railroad Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE
quote:
We
your
an
hours of labor you work earn
3 pounds soda crackers, 25c.
estly and honestly and as speedily as
LOST.
3 pounds oysters crackers 25c.
possible; and let me ask, that you
2 pounds Dairy butter 45c.
make for ourselves an enviable record.
LOST A pair of
in a flat
2 pound package oat flakes 10c.
MANUFACTURERS OF
black case, on Fourth street, beCured Hemorrhages of the Lungs.
3 cans baked beans 25c.
tween Gold and Silver avenues.
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
"Several years since my lungs were
1 large bottle mustard 25c.
Finder leave at this office.
so
badly affected that I had many
Office and Store Fixtures.
1 large glass mustard 10c.
hemorrhages."
writes A. M. Ake of
1
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
FOR RENT.
Jar preserved fruit 40c.
Wood,
Ind. I took treatment with
Mall Orders Solicited.
2
cans imported sardines 25c. FOR RSNT Two adobe rooms, all
physicians
several
without any benefit.
Asparagus tips per can 30c, the fin
. 403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
furnished for housekeeping; cheap.
then started to take Foley's Honey est packed.
Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, 113 Iron aveand Tar and my lungs are now as
60c bottle olives 35c.
nue.
sound as a bullet. I recommend it In
If every article is not as represent- - FOR RENT Pleasant rooms, furnish
advanced stages of lung trouble." Sold d your money refunded.
ed or unfurnished, 522 South Edith
by Alvarado Pharmacy..
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.

Frank Tomei & Bros. GQURT CONVENES
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
fcl

--

ALBERlgFBiR;

'

HONEY TO LOAN

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets
House Furnishing Goods.
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65-ce-

20-ce-
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DECORATIVE

.

Is a most Important factor ta the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches. Dim ete am of thf hln-- mr
and quality found only In jewelry of

me nnest mate.

T. Y, MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T. ft S. F.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

lXMAAA4tM,tXtxt

A

miun till ttr t wxittxt t

BERGER.

M.

3

WHOLESALE DEALER

g

IN

fligh Grade Flour and Candies
A SPECIALTY OF THE

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR
USED IN ALL
FAMILIES.

2

OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
Great preparations are being made
for "the trip around the world" ThursNew York Metal.
New York. Sept. 15. Lead I4.12H. day evening. Houses are being put In
shape to represent the different counCopper fll.8012.12H.
tries to be visited. First section leaves
the Alvarado at 7 p. m. Others at brief
St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Sept. 15. Wool Steady; Intervals following.
territory and western medium, 16
Have you read Albuquerque Hard
17c; fine, 1216c; coarse, 120146.
ware Co. adT Don't get left.
New York Money.
Have you read the Albuquerque
New York, Sept. 15. money on can
js
10 per cent, close offered at 5 per Hardware company's advertisement in
cent. Prime mprrnntlle
miwr- Hat vnLfff, this paper. Don't get left.
5
per cent.
You'll miss a rare treat If you do not
attend the grand Majestic cooking ex
Chicago Grain.
Chicago, Sept. 15. Wheat SeDt.. hibit at Albuquerque Hardware Co.
Don't get left.
72c; Dec, 68fcc.
Corn Sept., 59c; Oct., 54e.
We want your grocery trade. We
Oats September. 34,34Uc. old.
have the largest assortment to select
26Hc; Dec, 3H4e, old,
from and our prices are the lowest pos, Pork Sept., $16.67; Oct., $16.85.
sible for the quality. A month's trial
Lard Sept., J11.00; Oct., $9.85.
will convince you. The Jaffa Grocery
Ribs Sept., $10.90; Oct., $10.22.

2626c.

Two. million Americans

suffer the
torturing pangs of dyspepsia. No need
to. Burdock Blood Bitters cures. At
any drug store.
o

213 WEST RAILROAD

ZETGrER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTiaE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINES ft COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
st ana Best Imported snd Domestic Cigars

OeX0eXDeKOeOSOeDexO

oooomoiMCDmoomooomoooooocomoomomomomn

Still a Growing
Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE ft 8ANBORN'8 celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also hare a full line of blended coffees
at prices to ault from 10 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
In the territory.

A. J. MALAY, 214

W. Railroad Ave

LAWN

TNNIS.

Program for the Handicap Prelimin
aries Arranged to Begin
September 22.
The committee appointed by the
fair association to take charge of the
fair tennis tournament met Saturday
night and made arrangements for the
handicap program. The committee decided that if possible, all the preliminaries, twelve In number, would be
played the first day. Tbe hours of
events to be announced later. The
tournament will be conducted under
American lawn tennis rules.
The first three names drawn were:
McGaffey,
Roy
scratch;
Stamm,
scratch; Raynolds, owe 15. These are
lyes and go over to'the second preliminary.
The players in the preliminaries
were then drawn as follows: Merrltt,
15.
scratch; plays Lester, owe
Brooks, owe 30, plays Connell, owe V4
15. Fish, receive 30, plays Flournoy,
owe M 15.
Sahin, receive 15, plays
Moore, scratch. Vorhes, owe 30, plays
ilalley, scratch. Newman, owe 15,
plays Wllkerson, scratch. Ward, owe
15, plays Bell, receive 15. TravlB, owe
V4 15, plays Stamm, owe 30. Summers,
scratch, plays Metcalf, owe 15. Tbe
last four drawn, Frost, Jack, Newhall
and Putney, are, according to the
rules, byes.
In the drawing for ladies, the results
were as follows: Mrs. Hlmoe, scratch,
plays Miss Winston, owe 30; Mrs
FUh, scratch, pTays Miss Willey, owe
30; Mrs. Medler, owe 30, plays Mrs
Jack, scratch; Miss Bettie Willey, bye.
Those not familiar with the method
of handicapping will obearve that the
best players are rated as owing, while
to those receiving, a decided ad van
'
,
tage Is given, s .
.

GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

Wool, Hides, Pelts

'.

1

Jersey Editor's Testimonial.
Lynch, Editor of the Philips
burg N. J. Daily Post, writes: "I have
used many 'kinds of medicines for
coughs and colds in my family but
never anything so good as Foley's
Honey and Tar.
I cannot say too
much in praise of it. Sold by Alvarado
Pharmacy.
A New
M. T.

RAISING.

We handle

III
II

SI

gjgwi
fltuTiy

The University Will Open Next ThursdayA Fine Program Arranged.
Navajo Blankets,
The university has a new flagpole
turtles Canned Goods,
that Is loo feet high and next Thursday morning at 9:30 o'clock, it will be
Colorado Lard and Meata.
dedicated with a grand, new, silken
1
banner of the stars and stripes. Dr.
Houses at
Tight has charge of the arrangements
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI and a fine program will be had for the
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLCR-- I
occasion. Tbe veterans of the Grand
ETA, N. M.
Army of the Republic and the Albuquerque guards will be invited to attend In their respective bodies. The
publfc ta invited also. The occasion
is the opening of the 1903 session.
K. C. Baking Powder.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine .Works
It. P. HALL, Proprietor
Irou and B asu Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade iars, Bat bit Metal; Column a and Iron Vronts for Buildings;
;
Repairs on Jilting and M 01 MacUnery a BpecUlty.
FOUNDRY SIDB RA1LBOAO T RACK, ALBUQUERQUE, J. M.
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"Force" and the Children.
"Force" Is a food wheat for nourishment, barley malt for tonic. All
children like It; thrive on it grow
fclurdy, healthy,
happy, because it
feeds muscle, brain and bone.
Subscribe for The Citizen,

FOR RENT Five-roohouse and
bath, inquire of O. N. Marron.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath. Enquire No. 513 West Fruit
avenue.
FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North
Arno. Wm. Kleke.
FOR RENT Two or three furnished
rooms for house keeping. 213 South
Third street
FOR RENT Furnished room In pri
vate family, with bath. 616 iorth
Second street

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY,

...

-

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
and Provisions.

Cariiaa h LarajMt
and Hot Eitasulr
Stack el

Staple a rocer let

Car Iota s specialty.

FOR 8ALE.

1878

Iomd4 searthwast.

FOR SALE Fine Jersey cow, 6 years
FARfl AND FREIGHT WAOONS.
old; fresh November 1; will sell
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
cheap. 1520 South Third street, old
'phone.
FOR SALE) Republican weekly news
paper; best equipped weekly newspaper and job plant In the territory;
Only paper In new republican county
seat. Address, "Republican," care of
Dally Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.
WILL sell, lease, or take partner In a
Co.
small hotel and general merchandise
,'
U. S.
Don't fall to see the Great Majestic
business.
References exchanged.
,t .
Range bake biscuits In three minutes
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-pe- ka
Write C. W. Davis, Bellemont, Coall this week at the Albuquerque Hard
conino county, Arizona.
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
ware company's store. Dont get left FOR SALE Several oeartiinl homes
o
and city Iota. These are bargains
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
"
Vanlla, strawberry and nut ice cream
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
Surplus
profits
and
Capital,
.$200,000.00
up
Paid
No trouble to show property. See
and pineapple sherbet at Delaney's.
.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
.
Jno. W. McQuade.
'
.
Cheese of All Kinds.
S.
Raynolds,
president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presiJoshua
WANTED.
Swiss,
Frank McKee, cashier;
dent;
Brick,
.
- A B. McMillan.
- - - - correspondent,
Raynolds,
as
WANTED
Position
H.
F.
Camembert,
office manager or bookkeeper; also
Hand cheese, etc.
stenographer; twelve years' experiTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
ence; not an Invalid. Morton, 1545
Lill avenue, Chicago.
Hot biscuits and delicious coffee
served free this week at the Albuquer- WANTED To buy a second hand tent,
12x14 or larger. 10G East Silver aveque Hardware company's store. Be
nue.
'
sure to see tue Great Majestic Range.
SAMPLE AND CLUB
WANTED Sheep. From 2,500 to 6,- Don't get left.
000 yearlings and two year olds;
Finest
Wheat $1.50 a hundred at Mausard's
ewes. Heavy shearing. Address O.
Whiskies,
Mills.
JOSEPH BABXETT, Prop.
B. Pop. Santa Fe, N. M., box 52.
Brandies,
ISO W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Ad
WANTED
class
etc.
First
tinner.
Wines,
"DIAMOND ICE."
dress Jos. Mahoney, Demlng, N. M.,
--oor The Citizen, Albuquerque.
unampagne cider, per bottle, 25c.
WANTED A TRUSTWORTHY GEN- - Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
The Jaffa Grocery Co.
ResidenceAutomatic 'Phone 299,
tleman or lady In each county to
No. 1 1 5.
Telephone
Bell
After you see the Majestic Range at
manage business for an old estabthe Albuquerque Hardware company's
lished bouse of solid financial stand
store you'll wonder how you have man
ing. A straight, bona fide weekly
aged to get along without one. Don't
salary of $18 paid by check each
get left.
Wednesday with all expenses direct
Money advan
from headquarters.
Free lunch every day from 10 o'clock
Manager, 340
ced for expenses.
a. m. till 12 o'clock m. at Vendome ho
Caxton Building, Chicago.
tel
WANTED Gents good second hand
clothing, shoes and hats, 615 South
Brook trout, per can, 15c.
First street Call or address R. J.
Deviled bam, per can, 5c.
Sweeney.
3 cans condensed cream, 25c.
WANTED Five young men from Be;
'
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD
Sliced beef In glass jars 20c.
nallllo county at once to prepare for
government
positions
In
service.
per
can, 25c.
the
Canned mackerel,
Apply to Inter-Stat- e
Corres. InBt,
2 cans Imported sardines 25c.
Rapids.
Ia.
Cedar
2 cans salmon, 1 pound tall,' 25.'
Every article guaranteed as reportLOANS.
ed, or your money refunded.
.
.
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
$3,000 to loan cn Improved city real
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
o
estate. R. W. D. Bryan, First Na
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
tional Bank Building.
hundred, at the Citizen office.
. MISCELLANEOUS.
DIAMONDS, gold and sliver novelties
pf Albuquerque, New Mexico1
at factory prices. Write for illus
catalogue
charge.
of
sent
free
trated
Is
quoted
a
following
from
The
Money refunded if purchase does not
late work on the diagnosis and
WE DO CUSTOM TANNINOIOFi
meet with your approval. Manhat
treatment of the diseases of the eye,
HIDES, SKINS AND' FURST
tan Diamond Co., 37 and 39 Maiden
by Edward Jackson, A. M., M. D.:
r1 rT a
Ta 4 TMif.
Lane, New York.
o
rnAilF
oa
on1 oof f cfo otsw mi a o MiAA1
- "It ODRlit to beunivtr ally recopniwrd that
la the rommun cause 01 uraiiecne
We want you and your friend to 2
Please write us for trice
Liroiluced from lever.
Ai(lrt from hafta.-hof tbe twain and come in any day this week and see the
toxrmia and orOanic
y
In
ryr-lrialmost in
in mrinbranr. (lie
production of hetrabbe. Great Majestic Range bake biscuits In
a fartor in
la not of any three minutes. Albuquerque Hardware
Tbe beailacbeof c
iprcislcbarartrr-- it may be conntant or
on 'he company. Don't get left.
T.
aliKbtor aevrrr, felt only
or tt't aurr ineir nae,
uneoltiienr eyr.
i iirrind Irrraularly or at certain
In any
Ice,
SIMON BALLITJQ, Proprietor.
delivered
"Diamond
Deiier In
interval,. It la apxravatrd by many other quantity and at all times during the
Successor to Balling Bros.
cause, audi an buiiKt-r- , exhaustion, exposure to beat or cold, or indiireaon. or it may day. Southwestern Brewery &, Ice Co,
Influof
independent
rthrr
eein rtirely
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
is
ence. In the majority of caiea
The thrifty buyer knows that the
not tbe only factor In the production of
I
tbe only factor of "Lion Store" Is the money saving spot.
headache, but it may
We deslT patronage, and we
practical importance !ecaiie it alone can be
guarantee firs class baking.
"moved, and its removal will sive relief. Where else on this green earth can
Such brahacbt-- are gf erally feK lu tte yeu buy the finest $1.50 men's shirts 206 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, 207 8. First street. Albuquerque. N. M,
frontal, temporal or occipital legions.
at 4Sc. The Lion Store.
M. si.
Read the above attain, and rememIf in doubt where to do your shopis relieved by
ber that
ping for fall merchandise, call at The
glasses properly fitted. We are in
K .1
.'
'F. ..... r.u.i, Liulla ... I., v..
as they carry the most
every way equipped for scientificatergoods
dry
in
stock
of
tbe
311 South First strett
lly testing the eyes and determin-- -'
' "'
ritory.
'FRANK VAJO, PROPRIETOR.
ing the" right glasses. In every case
.
,T
l'nUr.li.r Tr.i:u. I
is guaranabsolute satisfaction
Take a walk around the block and
teed. Prices are as reasonable as
try to match our matchless shirts at
.
;."
;
'The best of liquors served to pata. ,, swiw ...
good worR will Justify.' .
48c and 39c The Lion Store.
rons of the bar.
you
If
want
sinep
to
well and be hapGentlemen! order your new suit
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
py try Futrelle's Duplex mattresses
T. Vaiin. Doctor 'e-- Optics. now of the Nettleton
Tailoring agency
Nice large rooms, everything bran end
the No. 1 Leggett
Piatt springs.
and be well dressed fair week.
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
With S. Vana & Son, Jewelers.
Give them a trial and If not saUsact
ry yor money back.
"
' Subscribe for The Dally Cltlxen.
Subscribe for The Dally Cltlien
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you will of oourse see what
Is needed In every room
from the kitchen to the parlor, then come in and see
how well and reasonably we
can supply your wants.
FOR THE. FLOORS. .. .
Carpets, Rugs,' Mattings,'
and Linoleum; all styles, at
all prices,
FOR THE WINDOWS
Lace Curtains, Portieres
and Shades.
FOR THE TABLE. i .
Elegant Linens, Napkin
and Doylies.
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WHILE YOU'RE DUSTING

Subscribe for the Daily Citiien
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All stomach and bowel troubles In child or adult are
due to a single cause Indigestion.
Flux, colic, cholera morbus, diarrhoea, dysentery and
all complaints of like nature, are the result of unci Rested
foods fermenting In the stomach. The only way to
I

prevent fever and to cure such troubles without Injury
to the membranes lining the stomach is to restore
perfect digestion.

K

D

DoL

xv;

Eat

three months of
seivice. He expects to return home
In December.
C. B. Allaire, president of the board
of directors of school district No. 7,
San Antonio, was in town accompanied
by Miss Daisy Wentworth, who has accepted a position as teacher in the
schools of San Antonio. Miss Wentworth possesses excellent qualifications as a teacher and will doubtless
give the patrons of the San Antonio
schools good satisfaction.

will receive $5,000 for

A Sad Disappointment.
Kodol is the new discovery which cures all stomach
liver medicine Is a disIneffective
by
bowel
troubles removingthe cause. This famous
and
remedy checks fermentation, cleanses, purifies and appointment, but you don't want to
Hweetens thePtomach. Kodol digests all classes of food and gives to the body purge, strain and break the glands of
all of the nourishment, health and strength It contains.
the stomach and bowels. DeWitt's
Indigestion, Oyppla and all Stomaoh Trouble.
Our
never disappoint.
trouble. It hu Little Early Riserssystem of all poison
"Kodol Pyp"Pla Com Is Just the thin for dyspepsia and
They cleanse the
tirlptxt di more than an t thins rise in a lung atanding case of catarrh of the atomacn."
Vlloy. N. Y.
Oacar KinR.i-hrrrand putrid matter and do it so gently
I rt pa r
ivk '
cmij i j t, v. iwii ... re aj., v
cviu i j nil uenifrrs.
that one enjoys the pleasant effects.
croup,
Tho
' Ai
remedy
houMiholi
colds,
fHorlt
for
fAllfltl
couh,
Ufnnf
VIC H1UUIC tCUlJU Cirt
Vl V bruncultls, grlpuo, throat and lung troubles. It curua They are a tonic to the liver. Cure
J. H. O'illELLY & CO., AMI II. H. BIUUU3 & CO
biliousness, torpid liver and prevent
fever. B. H. Brlggs &. Co. and J. H.
O Kielly & Co.
-
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Direct from our distillery to YOU
Dialer.' Profits I Privints Adulteration !

DZMXB OfflSUEu'.
FULL $1.00
QUARTS Si1

t

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXE3 .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RF'DENT8
AND NON RESIDENT8.

IIYE

PURE SEVEN --YEAn-OLD

o

(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Is a
It take Ave of the ordlnsrr "quart " to make a fallen, but a HAYNER QUART
dealer at
fnU quart, an honeat quart of M ounce, four to the aUon.any
HAYNEK, If aa
ll.R0 a bottle lor whiskey thut cannot possibly be you
IrooX or 17.80 agallon. II
ure at least 13 60 on every
buy HAYNER WHISKEY
two raUons for about the same aa you pay for one irallon of probably poorer
whlikeyV Suit think Ttoat oyer and remember that HAYNER WHISKEY iroes direct from
REGISTERED DISTILLERS GUARour dIMlllerVtoyou. carries a UNITED STATES
saves you the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
ANTEE of PURITY and AGE andwhy
have over a quarter of a million satisfied cusIt's ao good and so cheap. That's Vj we
lb Your money back U you're sot aatuned.
tomer. That's why YOU should

Sam

M. riOORE

Greatest of All.
I
Myers, who is the guiding spirit
of the Post Hardwarde company and
mayor of Albuquerque, was In town
ISMJKl
yesterday talking hardware and telling
MANAGER OP
arrived here lar,t Friday. Dr. Brewer our people of the scope, grandeur and
SAN MARCI AL.
We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S
stockholder in the desirable features of the coming fair.
is the heaviest
Try
express
It
and
pay
cbanrea.
the
we
will
4.00,
and
RYE for
u
usou or
From the lice.
u you don't nnd It all rmht ana as gooa as you cer expense
Hillslioro Gold Mining & Milling com Most of our citizens read the Albuquer-qu- e
ui nS4.00
and your
anybody else at any price, then aend It back at our
The l aly glii of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. pany, operating in Ready ray gulch in
posted
daily papers, and are well
will be returned to you by next mall. Just think that ofler over. How could
Hafiey is quite ill.
It be fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better
this district. Dr. Brower is president concerning the great attractions selet us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, (ret a
Next Door to Fira t National Bank.
Mrs. 1 . U. Morris is visiting friends of the largest steamship lines on the cured, and the negotiations under way
friend to Join you. We ship In a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
Inside.
New Tela phono 222.
at RossviU.'.
northern lakes, and Is interested in for still greater things In the amuseIf you crn use 0 Quart ) or can pet some ofyour friends to Join you.
Mrs. Nellie Parrish and children are various parts of the United States and ment line. Still the aggregation of
we will send you
for IO.OO by Freight Prepaid, thus
Onarts
savin you 4.00. We hare been In business over Bo years and have a
foreign countries. The doctor left for wonders and the variety of the sporttow .esioepts of East Las Vegas.
paid-ucapital of 1600,000.00 ao you run ooxUk.
Harry Addinptnn, of Peoria, 111., Is Tucson, Ariz., to he ahsent for a week ing events are better understood when
Write our nearest office and do It NOW.
A.
Kennedy.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. N.
In the interest of mining affairs in that illustrated by the city's clever mayor.
DISTILLING COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Barton are oc- locality.
HAYNER
THE
big'lf
Every picture ho draws means a
Aaf"NAASAA4AaSAtfSAarMAaSaArflal'
cupying tlie residence of Mrs. Parrish
DAYTON, OHIO
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
ger crowd and larger gate receipts,
ism.
O.
Constipation.
Established
47
DirnxBT, Tbot,
at the forth ills.
Water Cure for Chronic
and a whole week of merry making for
Take two cups of hot water half an the thousands of people who are deterMrs. T. F. Clay, of l.as Vegas, ar- 5
I
rived here last week to spend a month nour before each meal and Just before mined to be a small part of the great
rrunks, valises, hand bags, suit
with her twin sister, Mrs. Caleb An- - golng to bed, also a drink of water, hot whole from start to finish. In a few 'me of the grand review al the close
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
dereon. The lady is not strong and a or cold, about two hours after each weeks from now the great show will be of the war.
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
r
WHOLESALE DEALERS
exercise
lower altitude Is necessary at times.
meal. Take lots of
due. San Marcial Bee.
With family around expecting him Goods Company.
One day last week a drummer struck waiit( rlde, drive. Make a regular
to die, and a son riding for life, 18
town and H. Bonem, of the firm of H. habit of this and In many cases
Lingering Summer Colds.
may be cured
Bonem & Co., volunteered to look at chronic constipation
a
cold run at this season. miles, to get Dr. King's New Discovery W. L. TRIMBLE
let
Don't
CO.
his samples. Fred Richards, the trans- - without the use of any medicine. When Summer colds are the hardest kind to for consumption, cough and colds, W.
fer man, offered to move the heavy a purgative Is required take something cure and if neglected may linger along H. Brown, of Leesville, Ind., endured Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue
sample cases over town at the regular mili and gentle like Chamberlain's for months. A long siege like this death's agonies from asthma, but this
The sumach an,i Liver Tablets. For sale will pull down the strongest constitu- wonderful medicine gave Instant relief
charge of 25 cents per trunk.
Horses and Mules bought and exchangdrummer preferred to have the Harvey by all druggists.
tion. One Minute Cough Cure will and soon cured him. Ho writes: "I
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
every
Like
night'
soundly
sleep
now
house porter lug them over at a cut
break up the attack at once. Safe,
Transfer Stables
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
pneu
consumption,
learned
Bonem
this
Mr.
of
cures
marvelous
SOCORRO.
rate. When
sure, acts at once. Cures coughs, colds,
CITY
IN
THE
2
TURNOUTS
BEST
and
coughs,
do
colds
with
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. ORlie refused to have anything to
croup, bronchitis, all throat and lung monla, bronchitis,
all
for
merit
prove
matchless
grip
Its
the drummer or his samples, and the From the Chieftain.
H.
CO,
B.
The children like It.
PRICES
Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Misses Merle and Mary Blinn have troubles.& Co.
cheap guy paid the drayage both ways
Albuquerque. N. M.
Brlggs
and J. H. O'RIelly & Co. throat and lung troubles. Guaranteed
school.
gone
to
LEMP'S
attend
FOR
ST.
to
Las
GENERAL
AGENTS
Cruces
ON
APPLICATION.
popGIVEN
bottles
our
Trial
spirit
of
$1.00.
50c
and
bottles
and enssed the union
o
Mrs. Kate M. Sleight took up her
free at all drug stores
ular merchant
INTEREST.
LOCAL
BEER.
AND
BOTTLED
KEG
OF
LOUIS
residence In the Wlckham property
o
MONUMENTS,
Thursday.
B. A. SLEYSTER.
Came Near Being a cripple.
Mexican, Sept. 13.
New
From
the
stone
and jiable work.
All kinds of
Hon. H. O. Bursum made a brief stop
Josh Westhafer. or Loogootec, Ind.,
Botulph, of St. Michael's Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
Brother
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
is a poor man. but he says he would In Socorro on his way from his sheep college, left last night for Albuquer ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
FIRE INSURANCE,
ranges
to Santa Fe.
not be without Chamberlain's Pain
MAURINO.
que. He will return tomorrow.
H.
REAL ESTATE,
Mrs. A. F. Katzensteln returned from
Balm if It cost five dollars a bottle.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
o
Louis Ilfeld, who has been visiting
M.
Boys' shoes a big assortment at
CROMWELL BLOCK.
ROOMS
for it saved him from being a cripple, a visit with her daughter, Mrs. Charles relatives In this city, was a passenger
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
107 and 109 S. First Street,
Mandeh's.
No external anDlication is eaual to this Tabacchi, of Clifton, Ariz,
Automatio Telephone 174.
south to the Duke City this morning
Hardscrabble
It is reported that the
liniment for stiff and swollen Joints,
Hon. Amado Chaves and daughter,
Nonce.
contracted muscles, stiff neck, sprains mine at Magdalena has received an Catherine, went to Albuquerque last
The Rico CaT a serves the best meals CXXXXXX)OXXX)CXXXDCXXXX)COQ
twenty-fivore
of
car
loads
for
order
pains.
15
It
and 25 cents. Short
and rheumatic and muscular
evening, where Mr. Chaves has legal tn the city at
fi
orders, 6 cents up, 111 North First 8
IS IT
haa also curred numerous cases of par- - from the Cerrlllos smelter.
business.
W. M. Swisher has resigned his post
tlal paralysis, It is for sale by all
Mrs. O. C. Watson and child left this street.
o
tlon as second lieutenant of company afternoon for Albuquerque, where they
druggists.
q 1
Telephone
Johnston's Staqe Line.
H. Sergeant O. R. Smith has been will visit Mrs. Watson's parents, Hon,
Will leave every Tuesday mornlss
recommended for appointment to the and Mrs. Thomas Hughes.
CERRILLOS.
for the Jemez Hot Springs and return 8
YOU WANT?
g 3
vacancy,
One regular trip a
Manager W. S. Hopewell re on Thursdays.
General
Register.
From the
ft
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
J. S. Mactavish, manager for the turned last night from a visit to Albu week and extra trips when ordered. g
W. H. Coleman and wife were Santa
company at Magda querque, where he went on business Leave orders at Sturges European uo
JAw. T. JOHNSTON.
teL
Fe visitors.
PRESCRIPTIONS 1
lena, has gone east on a business trip,
Fe Central
Miss May Harney, who has been He will viBlt St. Louis, Chicago, and connected with the Santa
3
goods at The Economist 8 THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q
dress
New
railway.
Spending her vacation at home, return- probably New York before his return
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Childers, of Al as follows: New waistings, plain and 8
ft 2
AND TELEGRAPH CO.
Mutual Telephone 143.
ed to her school work at the New MexMonday's enrollment'was the largest buquerque, have been the guests of novelty zibelines, new snowflaked
Albuquerque.
ico College of Agriculture and Mechan- - first day's enrollment In the history of
at the execu
new Scotch novelties, new manJc Arts, Sunday evening. Her father the School of Mines. With the usual Governor and Mrs. Otero
new
basket
variety,
great
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
returned
week,
and
in
nish cloth
tlve mansion this
C. E. Harney, accompanied her as far
X
n. ,nrrpaBe the total at home this evening.
new
suiting,
coronation
new
weaves,
as Albuquerque, returning Monday tendance tnl8 year wlu reach 85 or 90. Adolph Woolner, of Peoria, 111., who
turne suitings, new broadcloth, new
morning.
Word comes to Socorro that Fred
visiting friends in this city, camel hair suiting, new plaids, new
The school at San Pedro opened last Davenport, who with his estimable has beenVegas
crepe de chene.
l
and In Albuquerque for
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
week with Miss Fannie McNulty as wife spent some time in the city, is at in Las
past three weeks, left Tuesday
the
teacher.
10
Is
about
saloon
This
at
poor
very
Call
health.
cabinet
the
Cerrlllos in
morning for his Illinois home.
Mrs. Abe Reid and children visited sad new to Mr. and Mrs. Davenport's
Governor Otero today appointed a. m. and get a hot free lunch.
at Santa Fe. the guests of Mrs. Charles many fr,en(,g ,n Socorro.
President Luther Foster, of the Agrl
Subscribe for the Citizen.
Closson.
C. T. Brown left for the City cultural College, a member of the ter
Mrs.
buslJ. L. Wells has been making a
will
visit other rltorlal lioard of education, to succeed
FLOUR AND BhN IN CARLOAD
of Mexico. Mrs. Brown
nesa trip through Arizona the past two lltleg
poInU of ,ntere8t , tne M. E. Hickcv. of Albuquerque, re
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
weeks.
New Mexico
southern republic before her return signed.
Albuaueraue.
Sanfor
Virginia
Gutierrez left
Miss
is accompanied by her niece, Miss
Albuquerque,
She
Hubbell,
of
F.
A.
Hon.
ta Fe, where she will attend school Elsie Zimmer.
chairman of the republican territorial
this winter.
W. R. Morley came in Thursday from
this noon, and
Charles Gutterman and Edwin Swope the Morley ranch and left for New committee, arrived hereevening.
EAKIN
MELINI
in
the
home
returned
Wednesday
town
of Santa Fe. were in
city, where he will coach the
Lunas,
York
Los
of
Luna,
Solomon
Hon.
LIQUORS.
CIG...4
WHOLESALE
repairing the Postal Telegraph line. Columbia foot ball team. Mr. Morley
president of the sheep sanitary board,
AND SALE.
They returned the same evening.
LIVERY,
FEED
our
line
We handle everything In
who has been in town for a few days
D. J. Bridge, of Franklin, Pa., presi114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Agents
Distillers
EXPERIENCE.
DOCTdR'S
duties
A
his
with
on business connected
dent of the Pennsylvania Mining comaa such president, will leave for home
Saddle Horees a Specialty. We Hrww.ii rfiatrlhutors Taylor k. Willla. i
pany, Ib transacting business in town
Medicine not Needed in This Case
LoulSTllle, Kentucky
tomorrow.
board horso andhave first class rigs
this week.
Mrs. Ixu!s Baer and little daughter, for hire.
111 sl rtrat St.. Albuaueraue. N. 'JL
L. E. CAREY, Prop,
It Is hard to convince some people
IJoyd T. Buell left for Boston, where
coffee does them an Injury! They of Boston, who for the past three
he will enter the Massachusetts school that
i
I1M la!
bad feelings to almost every months have been visitors at the Staab
lay
their
mining
of technology as a student of
eK)eKSOeX?SO0X3Xa
Hub
expect
to
the
return
anu
to
residence,
unsuspecieu
true
cause
but
the
engineering.
of the universe the latter pait of this
ProL B. P. Giltner had the misfor- one.
ex month. Mrs. Baer Is well and favora
wide
his
knows;
doctor
But
the
Tuesday.
mares
fine
tune to lose two
has proven to him that to bly remembered as the very charming
They were running out on the range perlence
systems coffee is an insidious and vivacious Miss Delia Staab, and
earn of town and wandered onto the some
has many good friends in this city and
that undermines the heaiiti.
s
railroad track and were killed by a poison
v i
Ask the doctor if coffee is the cause in Albuquerque, where she speut her
train.
of constipation, stomach and nervous girlhood and part of her married life.
General and Mrs. Francis J. Tortroubles.
HILLSEORO,
"I have been a coffee drinker all my rance, Judge and Mrs. Henry Buhl and
8
life. I am now 42 years old aud when Miss June Torrance, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
From the Advoratt.
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Ijee Nations and Miss Ada ramie taken sic k two years ago with nervous who have been visitors in the territory
Wheat, write to
ere married tit Hermosa one day this prostration, my doctor said that my during the past two weeks, having vis
BELEN, N. fis.
Springs,
Proprietor.
and
Antlope
and
Fe,
BECKER,
down
broken
system
was
ited
JOHN
Sauta
nervous
week.
r.U
OF STUDY:
COURSES
DEGREE
REGULAR
left
night
Thursday
Opgetiorth
up
for
coffee
give
Henry
Albuquerque, left
,ha, j WOuld have to
Cuv Given and
got BO wt.ak an,j suaky 1 could not El Paso lu their special car on their
for Mesilla Park, where they will take
colMiss Eloise Deibert
ork, and reading your advertlse- way home.
another term at the Agricultural
j
ment of Postum Food Coffee. I asked daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank DeiII.
lege.
A new school house is In the course njy grol.er if he had any of it. He said: bert, of this city, went with them, Miss
III.
of erection in the Faulkner district- yes," aud mat he wsed it in his family Deibert being a niece of Mrs. Tor
rance. She expects to spend the win
It is expected the btruc- auJ Jt wa8 ali u tiainu.j to be.
(Andrews.)
Special
Courses are ottered In Assaying, Chemistry and Surveying.
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
j qujt ,.ffoe aud commenced to ter at the palatial Torrance residence
ture will le ready for occupancy on or
ostura steadily and found in in Pittsburg.
U8e
lfure the fii'bt of NovemUr.
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
who
A Preparatory Courae is maintained for the benefit of those
Department Commander J. W. Ed
a,HUt two w,.t.kB' time, 1 could sleep
Senator Warner Miner, the well
Albuqueraue New Mexlct.
School
of
the
to
hav not had the necessary advantages before coming
501 North Flr.t Street
Xnnwn capitalist and mining man of soun,ny at uiKht and get up in the wards, of the department of New Mexl.y
his
of
accompanied
all
names
In
R.,
Mines.
wants
the
A.
Y.,
well.
feeling
ico,
G.
fresh and
morui,lg
Herkimer, N.
ann. Max. arrived here. Mr. Miller is- LtHiut two months, I began to gain comrades who wish to go to Washing
TUITION $5.00 for the preparatory course; $10.00 for the techminfi(,hUi j ouiy weighed lit; pounds when ton to attend the national encamp
tere on business connected with
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
course.
nical
I commenced
on Postum and noV I ment. All such comrades should either
log in '.Ms district.
and Grain.
Major J. H Robertson, principal ol- WL.ign ig7 and feel better than I did at address him at Albuquerque or give
THERE IS A GREAT DEMAND AT GOOD SALARIES FOR YOUNG
their names and addresses to Judge
y,.ar8 0f age.
our last term of public school, Is teacn- Imported French and Italian
MEN WITH A TCHNICAL KNOWLEDGE OF MINING.
am working every day and sleep McFle, past department commander,
Ing at Lynchburg, Va., and his daugn- DEALERS IN
Qoods.
Nor- wt.jj at uiBi,t.
is
teaching
at
and
it
rates
Annabel,
is
will
reduced
be
My
were
children
two
There
ter, Miss
a
his
as
and
low
as
will
be
Robertson
pocbll.le
great cfft,0 drinkers, but they have
the rate
man, Okla. Major
GROCERIES AND LIODORS.
Sole agents for Sao Antonio Lima,
For Particulars Address
daughter are well known here, Uotn not jrank any since Postum came into cent a mile. Such a rate will be made
having taught most successful terms tlle i,OUbei and are far more healthy east of Chicago, it is certain. The
CHARLES R. KEYES, Ph. D.. Director.
Ti dellfery to al 1 parti of the city.
I
than they were before." Stewart M grand parade will follow the route fol
of school In this district.
North Third Street
147.
Telephone
Ill , SIS,
V.,
N.
at
Utiea,
the
lowed by tho western armies
Hall, Fairfield, W. Va.
Dr. A. G. Urewer, of
00X3eK00
C. F.
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Service
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Mausard's Mills,

silk-woo-

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

...

Silver
Avenue
Stable

Mills
BelenANDRoller
ELEVATOR
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THE NEW MEXICO

SCHOOL, OF MINES
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO

FALL SESSION BEGINS SEPTEMBER
CHEM1STY AND METAL.L.URY
MINING ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING"

IT. PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

Toti & Gradi

60CwO00
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Some Important changes In the local
shops are anticipated.
Quite a large number of local rail
road men took their families on the ex
curslon to Las Vegas.
Mrs. T. H. Sutton, wife of Dr. Sutton,
acting chief surgeon of the local Santa
Fe Pacific hospital, has returned to her
home at Los Angeles.
Paul Morton, second vice president,

bas returned to

.Chicago

after a tour

of Inspection orer the lines of the Pe
cos Valley & Northwestern road.
Avellno Komero nas entered into a
contract with the .Santa Fe company
to do some track raising near the Tif
fany ranch and south of San Marcial.
H. M. Foster, of New York, has been
sent to Flagstaff, Arizona, where he
will act as lumber Inspector for the
Santa Fe under General Storekeeper
N. M. Rice.
P. Walsh, general baggagemaster for
the Santa Fe, has been In Denver for
several days attending the meeting of
the American Association of General
Baggage Agents.
Santa Fe locomotives are being
equipped with electric headlights at a
lively rate of speed. Nos. 1018, 1020
and 1036 are In the Raton shops receiving new lamps.
There is some talk in railroad circles of the erection of two stalls on the
site of the Williams round house, for
the accommodation of the seven or
eight engines usually In the yards

there.
It Is estimated that the Santa Fe will
have Its second track between Raton,

and Morley, Colo., completed, a
distance of about fourteen miles and
covering one of the most dangerous
parts of the mountains.
Con Jackson, a Rock Island brake-maout of Santa Rosa, N. M., has entered the bronco riding contest which
is to be held in Denver tomorrow. He
has won prizes in Kansas City, Oklahoma City and Wichita.
Wm. Hunt, an employe of tho Santa
Fe store house at Topeka, and a brother of Mrs. Geo. Rose, attended the funeral of Engineer Rose at San Marcial
on Tuesday, and accompanied Mrs.
Rose to Fierro the next day.
A. E. Stlllwell, president of the Kansas, Mexico & Orient, has sailed from
London in company with a number of
the finance committee of that road.
The members will be taken over the
proposed route of the line.
The work of Improving the local
Santa Fe Pacific hospital continues
persistently. Tho new wing which is
added on the north is finished and a
large force of men are busily engaged
In repalrng and repainting the old part
of the building.
Orders have been placed by the
Pennsylvania for the construction of
1,500 new freight cars to be delivered
within the next six months. The majority of them will be of the 100.000
0
pounds capacity, the remainder of
and 90,000 pounds capacity.
An agent was at San Marcial last
Saturday gathering up laborers for a
rock quarry near aWtrous. He stated
that they had 200 men at work and
wanted 200 more. The scale paid is
$1.50, 1.75 and $2. The product of the
quarry Is being used as ballast for the
N. M

n
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There may be some aluminum
FRUIT OF THE LOOM.'
Is the piece of land In
which It doe not exist. As for Its
Men and women of taste snd judgment
worth aa a mining claim it has none. go into ecatacies over the wonderful patterns, textures aud colors which are " the
Avoid serious results of kidney or fruit of the loom." But there is one
bladder disorder by Uklng Foley's Kid- fruit or the loom
It l Now Trainmaster Morris Last ney Cure. Sold by Alvarado Phar- they rarely consider, and that is
Monday the cheerful news was circu macy.
the frail and faded
lated that Conductor Lot Morris had
woman, old before
been promoted to trainmaster, and he
BARTON McCOACH.
her time, because
assumed the duties of his new office on
necessity compels
Wednesday, says the San Marcial Bee. John A. Barton and Miss Minnie
her to work under
conditions, which
The business of the Rio Grande divisMarried.
ion has assumed such proportions that
The Methodist cnurc'a of San Mar- send her more
It was found necessary to relieve Sup- cial was crowded last Sunday evening, favored sisterdoc-to
bed and the
erintendent J. F. McNally of a portion says the Bee.
tor's care.
of his duties, hence the creation of the
The diseases
In addition to the regular members
new office. Mr. Morris Is exceptionally and attendants quite a large number which weaken and
women,
torment
well qualified for his experience In the of people entered the church portals to
in almost all
train service and as a dispatcher to witness the incidents and ceremony may
be cured by
perform the duties of a trainmaster, connected with the marriage of John cases
the use of Dr.
large
and his
number of friends were A. Barton and Miss Minnie McCoach. Pierce's Favorite
not slow in offering their congratula- The principals appeared self possessed Prescription.
1 1
tions. For a young man Mr. Morris Is and conscious of the happiness in store establishes regulmoving forward very nicely and we are for them by the sanction of their love arity, dries weakening drains, heals
all glad of It.
in the sacred edifice with the Impres- Inflammation and
ceremony of the Methodist ulceration, and
sive
Croup.
church. The costume of the bride was cures female weakUsually begins with the symptons of pure white, as was also that of her ness.
a common cold; there is chilliness, bridesmaids, Misses Bessie Hitchcock,
I had fan.le trouble for right years," writes
sneezing, sore throat, hot skin, quick Inec Aldrlch, Llna Hockett and May Mrs. L. J. Dennis, of Sis Bart College Street,
"Words cannot ripres whst
lackaonville.
pulse, hoarseness and impeded respira- Watklns. A number of little girls sim- I suffered. Ilia
sought rtluf among Iht mMu-ation. Give frequent small doses of ilarly arrayed acted as maids of honor. ?rot.tritm mnd found nont. Priencia urged me to
Fsrorite Prescription. When I
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, (the child The Rev. Ed. Le Breton performed the commenced taking
thie medicine I weighed
uinetr-fiTpounds. Now I weigh one hundred
will cry for It) and at the first sign of ceremony. His pronunciation was dis- and
nfty-aipounds more than I ever weighed
a croupy cough, apply frequently Bal- tinct and the Interesting points so well before, t waa so had I would lie from day to
and long for death to come and relieve my
lard's Snow Liniment externally to the rounded that the congregation spoke dav
sufterinr. I had internal inflammation, a
drain, brearing-dowpain, and such
throat. 60 cents at Cosmopolitan Phar- their approval in kindly glances. The
every month, but sow f never have a
macy B. Ruppe.
wedding march was beautifully render- distress
lin do all my own work and am a strong and
ed by Miss Conroy. The bride and healthy woman.1
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
They Were at Sliver City.
groom are among our most popular
J. H. O'Rielly and Will Ments, of the and Interesthing young people and women strong, sick women well. Accept
Washington Life Insurance company, they have the best wishes of the entire no substitute for the medicine which
works wonders for weak women.
arrived In the city Saturday. Mr. O'- community for their happiness and
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets should be
agent
Rielly is
for New Mexico and success In life.
used with n Favorite Prescription " whenArizona for the Washington Life, while
ever a laxative is required.
21 Years a Dyyspeptec.
Mr. Ments is special agent for the
R. H. Foster, 31S S. 2nd., Salt Lake tress on account of his disappearance.
same company. Mr. O'Rielly was loaded to the hilt with enthusiasm over the City, writes: "I have been bothered
He may have gone to New Mexico or
coming territorial fair at Albuquerque with dyspepsia or Indigestion for 21 Arizona, as he had been talking of
and succeeded in convincing a great years; tried many doctors without re- missionary work there.
many Silver City people that they lief; recently I got a bottle of Herblne.
His height Is about 5 feet 10 inchOne bottle cured me, I am now taper es, dark brown eyes and hair, (though
couldn't affard to stay away.
ing off on the second. I have recom- quite bald for a young man), quite full
Hon. Charles F. Myers, mayor of
was In the city yesterday mended it to my friends; it Is curing under lip. Wore a Scotch tweed suit
talking up the big territorial fair.whlch them too." 50 cents at Cosmopolitan end straw hat with dark blue band.
concerning his
will be held In Albuquerque October Pharmacy
Any information
B. Ruppe.
15 to 19. Mr. Myers is a good talker at
whereabouts will be thankfully receivmost, and given such a subject he was
ed by Mrs. Arthur R. Teal, Katonah,
FOR CUTTING TIMBER.
perfectly at home and succeeded In enNew York.
thusing those whom he met with the Cooney Mining Men to Be Arraigned
A Communication.
wonderful
attractions Albuquerque
Before Commissioner Newcomb.
Mr. Editor Allow me to speak a
will hold forth to visitors this fall. Mr.
Wm. Weatherby, Jas. Shannon. Ira
Myers says that Scott Knight and the Gregory, Frank Kramis, Harry Rhine-hart- , few words In favor of Chamberlain's
Remedy. I suffered for three
In
Silver
advertising car will arrive
Wm. Spurgeon, John Clark and Cough
years with tho bronchitis and could
City in a few days. Enterprise.
Albert Emerson arrived in the city,
having been summoned before United not sleep at nights. I tried several
Take Care of t'ie Stomach.
States Commissioner Newcomb upon a doctors and various patent medicines,
The man or woman whose digestion charge of having unlawfully cut timber but could get nothing to give me any
is perfect and whose stomach per- for mining purposes In the Cooney relief until mv wife got a bottle of this
forms its every function Is never sick. mining district, says the Silver City aluable medicine, which has completeKodal cleanses, purifies and sweetens Enterprise. Some Interesting facts are ly relieved me. W. S. Brockman, Bag-nelMo. This remedy is for sale by
the stomach and cures positively and likely to be brought out in the trial.
permanently all stomach troubles, In- The timber was being cut for the Coon all druggists.
o
digestion and dyspepsia. It Is the ey shaft and for the large new concen
BUSINESS LOCALS.
wonderful reconstructive tonic that is trator and the proceedings will delay
making so many sick people well and this enterprise, which means so much
Keep your ye on Demlng.
weak people strong by conveying to to Silver City.
Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
their" bodies all of the nourishment In
Demlng,
the food they eat. Rev. J. H. Holladay, A Certain Cure for Dysentery and of Luna. the seat of the n.w county
Diarrhoea.
of Holladay, Miss., writes: Kodal has
Demirg is ine great mining center
" Some years ago 1 was one of a of the southwer.L.
cured me. I consider it the best remiteming has Increased SO per cent In
edy I ever used for dyspepsia and party that intended making a long
stomach troubles. 1 was given up by bicycle trip," says F. L. Taylor, of New population in four years.
Investments in Demln? lota will
physicians. Kodal saved my life. Albany, Bradford County, Pa. "I was
double and treble In one year.
Take It after meals. B. H. Briggs & taken suddenly with diarrhoea, and
Kleinwort's Is
place to get your
was about to give up the trip, when nice fresh steak. theAll kinds of nice
Co. and J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
o
editor Ward, of the Laceyville Messen meat.
ger, suggested that I take a dose of
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
MINING HIS HOBBY.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dia and electric, light system under conOn Other Subjects He Seems Perfectly rrhoea Remedy. I purchased a bottle tract
In Demlng the aemand for rental
and took two doses, one before starting houses
Sane.
is five times In excess of the
I
route.
one
on
made
and
the
the
supply.
P. J. O'Halloran, who was taken to
any
successfully,
never
and
felt
Demlng has an abundance of water
the asylum at Phoenix last week, has trip
for some years been a familiar figure ill effect. Again last summer I was for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
on the Btreets of Williams, says the almost completely run down with an gardens.
Buy
and build In Demlng. Your
News. His one weak spot seems to be attack of dysentery. I bought a bottle rental lots
returns will be 20 per cenL on
on the subject of mines and he was of this same remedy, and this time the investment
continually broaching some scheme to one dose cured me." For sale by all
In Demlng good sare loans can be
had at better rates than In the old es
our citizens. Recently he has been druggists.
tabllahed towns.
distributing advertising matter for the
JuBt received a large shipment of
MAN MISSING.
Thunder Mountain Mining company, in
Japanese and Chinese muttlug. Albert
which he claimed to have 25,000
Faber,
305 Railroad avenue.
shares.
O'Halloran some time since Rev. Arthur Teal, of New York, Sought
Demlng offers the same opportunifor in New Mexico.
filed on a piece of what he claimed to
ties now that the most prosperous
be rich mineral land about a half mile
Gus Reillng, of Silver City, has re- cities In the west offered several yean
west of town that was supposed to be ceived the following notice from James amWe are sole agent for Wheeler ft
reeking with aluminum. It was later C. Horton. of the firm of Foxon, Hor-toWilson sewing machines, the best ou
used aa a dumping ground by the Sag
ft Gallagher, large wholsesale drug- tne
market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
inaw & Manistee Lumber company, to gists, of Kansas City. The missing man avenue,
which O'Halloran objected. In a con is a close personal friend of Mr. Hor
Demlng snips over 100.000 head of
versation at the asylum with Attorney ton. The notice reads:
cattle annually; Is the center of the
Steeves, he said that the company
Rev. Arthur R. Teal, a Presbyterian greatest breeding region In the southfinally agree? to pay him for the use minister, left his home at Katonah, west and cattle men all know this.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
of the ground and then failed to keep New York, August 12. 1902, and has
South First street, over the
the agreement. The impression he not since been seen. It is thought that 205
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
has been trying to give out at the from overwork and study bis mind has is prepared
thorough
give
to
asylum that he was railroaded there become unbalanced, and he Is a gentle- scalp
treatment, do hair dressby parties who are interested In get- man of high character and devoted to ing, treat corns, bunions and inting him out of Coconino county Is all bis family, who are In the deepest dla- - growing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
Is tne name sometimes g!ven to what cream builds up the skin and Improves
the completion, and are guaranteed
is generally known as the BAD DISnot to
Injurious. She also prepares
EASE. It is not confined to dens of a hair be
tonic that cures and preveri's
vice or the lower classes. The purest dandruff and balr falling out; restores
and best people are sometimes life to dead balr; removes moles,
infected with this awful malady warts and superfluous hair. Give her
through handling the clothing, a trial, bhe also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to bo
drinlcintr frmi ii cam im:c.1.
using the same toilet articles, or otherwise coining in contact with persona tree from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
who have contracted it.
makes the teeth clean and white.
It begins usually witti a little blister or sore, then swelling in the and
It 13 highly recommended by all first
groins, a red eruption breaks out on
years ago I contracted a bad case c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
the body, sores and ulcers appear of Ten
Blood Poi.on. I waa under treatment
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
in the mouth, the throat becomes ofaphysiciaountUIfoundthat h.could cure. All of these preparations are
ulcerated, the hair, eye brows and do ma no ood- - Then began taking- - purely vegetable compounds Give her
lashes fall out; the blood becoming
a trial. Automatic telephone 49').
more contaminated, copper colored the diaeaee disappeared. I took six hot
Eplotchea and pustular eruptions and ties and today am sound and well.
K- - M- - Wall, Morriatown,
Bores appear upon different parts of
Ten.
the body, and the poison even destroys the bones.
S. S. S. is a Specific for this loathsome disease, and cures it even in the
worst forms. It is a perfect antidote for the powerful virus that pollutes
me uiooa ana penetrates to all parts of the system.
LOCATABLE ON mNV
Unless you get this poison out of your blood it will
SURVEYED PUBLIC LAND
ruin you, and bring disgrace and disease upon IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARIyour children, for it can be transmitted from parent ZONA OR NEW MEXICO, IN ANY
SIZED 'I RACTS FROM 40 ACRES UPto child. S. S. S pnntaina no mnrurv nr t,ticl
WARDS.
PAPERS READY FOR IMbut Is guaranteed a strictly vegetable compound.
SENT TO
Write for our free home treatment book and learn all about Contagious MEDIATE LOCATION,
PRICE REANY BANK C. O. D.
Blood Poison. If you want medical advice give us a history of your case,
F. A. HYDE, 415
and our physicians will furnish all the information you wish without any DUCED. STREET,
SAN FRANCIScharge whatever.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, 6A.
,
CO, CAL.
.
.

Railroad Topics

80,-00-

Santa Fe tracks.
In accordance with the agreement
recently reached by the traffic managers of the western railroads a general
advance in freight rates on grain became effective today between Missouri
river points and Chicago. The advance Is from 7 to 12 cents a hundredweight on wheat and to 11 cents on
other grains.
The Las Vegas Record Bays: Hon.
Eugenlo Romero left yesterday evening for his tie camps in the Gallinas
mountains, to pay off his gang. He
goes to Albuquerque, then overland
sixty miles to Torreon. the home of
his son, Seraplo, then on forty miles
more overland to the tie camps In the
"'
mountains.
The Williams News says: Conductor Billy Bromley came near having no
place to lay bis weary head last Monday night, all because a spark from a
passing engine eet fire to his bed In the
caboose, which was side tracked In the
local yards. The way he threw the
mattreBS and other things outside the
car and began shaking them might
have given some the impression that
he had gone wrong, but for the column
of smuke ascending.
Fred
The Winslow Mail says:
Hughes is the latest unfortunate
anion;; tho railroad men. While endeavoring to couple cars at Drnnison
he slipped and threw out his hand to
save himself from falling under the
cars. His right hand was caught between the coupling attachments and
frightfully crushed. He was brought
to Winslow immediately, suffering
great pain, and his injuries were
dressed by Pr. Brown at the Santa I'e
hospital, after which he rested more
easily. This accident will unfit hi.u
for work for some time to come.
" I had kidney trouble so bad," says
mat i
J. J. Cox of Valley lew,
could not work. My feet were swollen
to Immense size and physicians v.ere
unable to give me any relief. My
(doctor finally prescribed Foley's Kid- uey Cure which made a well man of
ne. Sold by Alvaraao ruarmacy.
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President Roosevelt Has Signified
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Cold Storage.
Having completed our extensive Ice
plant, we have plenty of cold storage
room and are ready for orders from
those desiring cold storage. We can
give any desired temperature from 50
Southwestern
degrees to freezing.
Brewery and ce company.

SECRETARY

3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirt

are too many for any store to handle,
especially If they haven't the room for

INCOMPETENCE

'm.

But remember go they must
and 39c for a fancy shirt is just like
getting money from home. The Lion
Store.

--

o

Our Boys' Department
Is especially prepared to fit out your
Many articles have
boy In clothing.
just arrived, making our boys' depart
ment the largest In the city. Special
reductions this week on suits, shoes.
bats and shirts. Simon Stern, Rail
road Avenue Clothier.
Curtains vunainsil Curtains! II
We are snowing up to date lace cur
tains In Brussels net, Irish point, Arabian net, Nottingham, Bobbinet and
muslia. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
avenue.
1

o

Bring your boys here as a preliminary to school starting. For you will
want them to appear neat and smartly
dressed. Our boys' department is fully
prepared to fit out the boys with
clothes that are made well and that
look well. Simon Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.

The Lancaster
linoleums have a
world wide reputation for being the
brfst made. We have now a great va
riety of these goods. Prices to suit
your pocket.
o

Tin, eaivanlsed
Iron and copper
work. Albuquerque Hardware compsv
ny.
Costumes.
The Standard paper patterns Just received show
effects in
costumes, jackets, waists and skirts.
Standard patterns can be relied upon
in making your autumn and winter
clothes. Be sure to visit our paper
pattern department and Inspect our
stock. Patterns are issued for every
need in wearing apparel. When next
you visit our store get a copy of The
Designer, 10 cents. It la the favorite
woman's magazine, edited by women
for women. Golden Rule Dry Goods
Slot-Seame- d

Co.

With a few bottles of our celebrated
Demlng will be tne great smelter
"Pilsener" beer, and a nice large piece center.
Two large plants will be Inof ' Diamond Ice," In your refrigerator, stalled within the year.
you can enjoy life these warm days.
o
Try It.

Southwestern

Brewery

&

Ice Alamogordo

Co.
o
"A penny savea is two pence clear,"
said our old friend, Benjamin Franklin. Remember Its money In your poc

ket to come here Thursday, Friday and
Saturday three great days and theie
Is no use arguing about it. We would
sooner g've goods away than pack
them away. Lion Store.

8acramento
4 Railway.

Mountain

Effective June 2nd first class passenger train will leave Alamogordo at 8
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloudcroft at 6:30 p. m., arriving at Alamogordo at 8 p. m.
Passengers for these trains can take
breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
dinner at Cloudcroft.
A. N. BROWN,
.
1. Route.
O. P. A.. E.
P.-R-

SVRICKT

is not one of the failings of those in
our employ, therefore we never have
to make excuses for bad work. When
lien leaves our hands it Is cleaned
properly and finished perfectly and delivered promptly. If you still cling to
out of date mthods, reform and try the
Imperial laundry..

Imperial Laundry
Back of PoatofMcs.

0CCOS00
CLAIRE...
HOTEL

SANTA FE, N. M.
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED. 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
8AMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

Don't have your boys go around with
National Encampment G. A. R.
PLAN- holes in their clothing. Start them to
school with a new suit. A completely be For the above occasion tickets will
GEO. E. ELLIS,
D.
Albuquerque
Washington,
sold
to
new assortment has Just been received.
Proprietor
C,
$50.75.
return
on
for
Tickets
and
and Owner.
Let us show them to you. Simon
sale October 1, 2, 3. Final return limit
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
October 11, except by deposit of tickets
with Joint agent and payment of 50
(Homestead Entry No. 5850.)
L.
her 3. Stopovers allowed Buffalo,
Notice for Publication.
205 West Gold avenue.
Department of the Interior, Land Office Niagara Falls and points east. For
Next to First National Bank.
on
or
call
information,
other
address
at Santa Fe, N. M., August 16. 1902.
folloF. L. Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.
New &, Second Hand Furnitur
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
settler has filed notice
Stoves snd Household Goods.
Special
Summer
Excursion.
of his intention to make final proof in
Re airing a Specialty.
Alhuquerque to Chicago and return.
said
support of his claim, anil that
$51.50.
jroof will be made before U. S. C.
Albuquerque to Kansas City aud reFurniture stored and packed for
Commissioner John W. Corbett at East turn. $39.00.
hi nillPn t
Hlffhftat rr--i am
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return, second-hanView, N. M., on Sept. 27, 1902. viz.:
household goods.
Juan Jose Montoya for the lots 1 and 2, $ in 50.
14,
on
13
7.
Tickets
sale
6.
and
June
and eVii nw4 sec 24, T 6 N, R 5 E.
and June 24 to September 12,
He names the following witnesses to Final return limit October 31, inclusive.
1902.
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
pruve hla continuous residence upon
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
aud cultivation of said land, viz.:
finest line of Llauora inH
Jose Seberiano Sanchez, of Torreon, Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado. AllThe
patrons and friends cordially InvitDenver, $25.15, round trip; Colorado
N. M.; Lorensa Saniora, or Torreon, N.
Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo, ed to Visit "The Iceberg " Lunch U
M.; Joso Samora, of Torreon, N. M.; $20.15. round trip.
Tickets on sale served every day.
M.
N.
Todoslo MaMoiiado, of Torreon,
June 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final
STEVE BALLING,
MANUEL R. OTEHO, Register.
return limit October 31, 1902.
Proprietor.

H. SHOEMAKER

The ICEBERG
rVT.;

THE
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Worth the Money
We are just at anxious to give you
good, big, honest values in footwear as
you are to get them and we know that
In our line of

$3.50

MEN'S

SHOES

We are giving you the greatest
value possible at that price. We warrant them to be strictly all solid
throughout, made of high grade Box
Calf, Vicl Kid or Patent Leather, with
best oak tanned soles. They are neat
in shape and style and full of good service. You will make no mistake in
buying a pair.
A

PRECIOUS CONSIGNMENT.

of choice teas and coffee Is right here
for you to look at, sample at home and
we're sure of this approve.. .Think
of our tea and coffee when in need of
any and they are sold at the right
prices.. .Other grades, to be sure; but
we're talking about our best, than
there In none better in Albuquerque. A
trial tlb won't cost much anyway.

J. L. BELL

& CO.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

St

OCOOOCOCXCOCOOOCO

..Little Red School House Shoes...
THEY FIT, THEY WEAR, THEY SATISFY. THESE SHOES
ARE STRONG AND SERVICEABLE AND MADE IN SHAPES THAT
FIT THE GROWING FEET AND COST NO MORE THAN MANY INFERIOR BRANDS; 5 to 8, $1.25; 8a to 12, $1.50; 12"a to 2, $1.75;
':
DONGOLA AND BOX CALF.
' COME IN AND TRY THEM ON.
GLAD TO SHOW THEM.
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MUENSTERMAN
203 RAILROAD

AVENUE.

long Its wearing quality and thereby
LAN.
On diamonds, watcne. etc., or any reduce the amount of your shoe bill.
MONEY TO;

'

food security; alBO househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.

Whittemore's dressings have been on
the market for many years and beyond
a doubt proved their superiority in that
respect. For sale at C. May's Popular
Priced Shoe Store, 208 West Railroad
avenue.
CITY NEWS.
New goods arriving fast; something
new dally at The Economist.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Doming, the railroad center of New
Demlng
has a magnificent school
Mexico.
,
system.
Demlnir. the gateway to the best
Demlng, the coming city of New
art of Old Mexico.
Mexico.
and
Window shades in all colors
Deming water is chemically pore-eq- ual
arldtha at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
to Polan Springs.
Special on ladles' fancy neck ribbon,
Demlng water and pure ozone make
Wortli35c. only Mcfit The Economist. strong
and healthy people.
y
Mexican arawn worn in endless
or coltuberculosis
No
tt Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad oring in Matthews' preservallne
Jersey milk.
vanue.
Demlng is a great health resort
In Demtng you can buy lota Jor $100
teas has no superior In climate for the cure
which will pay you 100 per cent,
of pulmonary troubles.
than twelve months.
urit we are
In Mexican drawn
Look Into Klemwort's market on
showing .a bit assortment. Albert North Third street. He has the nicest
aVaber, 1105 Railroad avenue. .
frestt meats in the city.
Demiuc! Havt you been there? If
Ws are sole agents for Wheeler &
not, you should get there for the big
sewing machines. Albert Fa-sale of lots on the 170 of this month. WJison
sub uaiiroaa avenue.
ber,
Dcm.ng! Dont overlook It it you
Why bay high priced lots when you
axe looking for a sale and paying incan get them cheap in Demlng now,
vestment
with certain advance assured!
In Denim k another good Lotel la
Agricultural lands In Demlng are un
needed to accommodate the enormous surpassed for fertility, production of
Increase of population.
fruits and vegetables of all Kinds. .
Fresn Cut Flowers.
(
Subscribe for The Citizen.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
We carry the largest variety of iln
Did it ever occur to you that good
shoe polishes ail) not only Improve the oleums and oil cloths in this city.
looks of your footwear but also pro Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
7a-riat-

n
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Shoes for Boys

CJt

OALP
SCHOOL SHOES all sizes

Extra durable

Kf

$1.50

X.

Fine DRESS SHOES extension soles, mannish
lasts
"A
-

K

M

A

$1.50
Youths' VICI KID fine
dress shoes

$2.25 to $3.00
These goods were selected with especial care
as to finish, fit and
dura-ibility-S-

THEM.

E.

WASHBURN

Passenger No. 2 was unusually light
this morning.
Ilichard Pohle, of Delen, was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
At least a dozen conventions will be
held In Albuquerque during the fair.
Deputy United States Marshal Geo.
Kaseman has returned from Santa Fe.
The undertakers of the city have not
reported a death since the first of September.
Abraham Kempenieh, the big merchant at Peralta, N. M., spent Sunday
In the city.
Mrs. Wesley Foster is again employed as a saleslady at The Economist
dry goods store.
Kirk Bryan, the interesting son of
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. D. Bryan, returned
home from the east Saturday night.
Mrs. S. H. Mulligan, of Bland, and
Miss Eola McDonald, of Woodbury,
nre In the city visiting and shopping.
Lee Long, of Indianapolis, has ar
rived, and he accepts a position as the
kodak expert at H. Brockmeier's store.
Deputy United States Marshal R. E.
Leatherman went to Cerrlllos this mor
ning to serve papers for the grand
jury.
J. E. Saint with the Santa Fe Cen
tral railroad, spent Sunday with his
family and returned to Santa Fe this
morning.
'
F. D. Carpenter, the sheep raiser
near Torreon, came In from his ranch
Saturday and took in the excursion to
Laa Vegas.
Father Leone went to Las Vegas this
morning for a week's visit. His mis
sion at the Meadow city is to do mis
sionary work.
II. C. Rlggs, who was here for a few
days last week, has gone to Kansas
City, Mo., and thence to his home at
Emmett, Idaho.
The night tick?t agent at the local
depot, W. C. Carpenter, is doing double
duty these days. Day Ticket Agent
Courtney is on the slsk list.
Ortiz & Co.'s new building at the
corner of First street and Copper ave
nue is going up rapidly. Masons are
at work on the second story.
Wm. Moyer, a special examiner of
the department of justice, Is in the
city, and was noticed among the attor
neys at the court house this morning.
City Engineer Pitt Ross returned
Saturday night from a three weeks'
trip In eastern Valencia county. He
reports pastures and stock looking
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MADAME PHILIPPS.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

15

To the Ladles of Albuquerque:
Finding it Impossible to dispose of
my business, except at a great pecuniary loss, I have concluded to remain
n business for awhile longer and will
Immediately go east to make personal
nelectlons. desirable and suitable for
New Mexico, and Albuquerque In particular. I hope to show the ladles
some exquisite fall and winter styles
by Thursday, September 25, and, owing to certain' circumstances, I ask the
Indulgence of the ladles until that
date, feeling aboolutely certain that
they will be Justified in waiting.
For health reasons, I will have no
public opening day this fall.

:xxxxxxxxxxxxxooooooo
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V
vv
No. 216
Is closing

I

South Second Street.

lt tt

out her hair dressing and

Switches, wigs
manicuring parlors.
and bangs, powders, creams and balr
tonics all will be sold at a great sacri

WISEST MEN buy their new
hats early. They have the
advantage of choosing while the
line is complete.
We are showing our new Fall
Styles of Derbys, Fedoras, Crushes,

THE

fice.

and the popular Turban shapes
more styles than have ever
been shown here at any one time.
Knox Soft Hats and Derbys at $3.50
and $5.
Stetson Soft Hats and Derbys at $4
and $4.50.
Tiger Soft Hats and Derby at $3.

o

Remember, a set of the best cooking
utensils, made of copper, Bteel and
enamel, worth $7.!0, given away absolutely free with every Majestic Range
sold this week at the Albuquerque
Hardware company"s store. Don't get
left.
Gentlemen! let us take your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
o

jj
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GENTLEMENI
MRS. M. McCREIGHT,
Call and examine our new fall samNo. 210 South Second.
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
Our tailoring is unexcelled. The
Free Lunch.
style, price and quality, compels
The Cabinet serves a hot free lunch
you to be our customer.
every day between 10 and 1 o'clock.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Give us a call.
Second Street.
JONES & HARRIS, Props.

Our delicatessen department Is
plete. We Invito your Inspection.

Ji HATS!

HATS!

HATS!

com-

We

ot ve i

have;

Smoked tongue.
Smoked beef.
Smoked bologna.
Ring sausage.
Weinsr sausage.
Chipped beef.
Smoked sardines in tin.
Oil sardines in tin.
OF
Fish of all kinds in tin.
etc.
meats,
Potted and deviled
Every article guaranteed or your
money refunded.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
See the new sola pillow covers and AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS
lace making patterns at Mrs. Wilson's,
The School of Music offers full courses
218 South Second Btreet.
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
o
New Millinery Store.
Board and rooms at the University
The Misses Gilbert will open a new Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
millinery establishment at 119 West
Gold avenue Thursday Sept. 18. The
Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,
opening will begin Thursday after- 1902, at 10:30 a, m.
noon and will continue for two days.
For further information, address,
Ladles are cordially invited to call
W. G. TIGHT, President,
and inspect the stock, which will conAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
fall
in
conceits
tain some of the latest
millinery.
New 'Phone
Old 'Phone
o
fine.
152
59.
Jaffa Grocery Co.
The
There will be a meeting of the ladles
Fresh fruits of all kinds. Special
J. W. Edwards
of St. John's Guild at the rectory Wed- prices on quantities for preserving.
3
nesday afternoon at
o'clock. All
Mortician and Em
Progressive
GO TO THE MAZE
members urgently requested to at,
balmer.
i
tend,
For Anything You Want.
Open day and night. Calls are
Mrs. O. C. Watson and daughter
Fine all wdel ''California blankets,
promptly attended to.
came down from Santa Fe Saturday $5 to $9.
o
night and are visiting with Mrs. WatAn extra nice comforter, $2 and $3.
Also Sell Monuments
son's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Our ribbon sale will be continued the Office and parlor
N. Second
Hughes.
coming week.
Our first, day's sale
J. A. Smiley, of Socorro, passed made great Inroads in the stock. Strict
through the city this morning bound ly high grade goods, in newest colors,
for Rowe, N. M., where he will accept and very much under the usual prices.
Fifty-eigh- t
inch fine fast color tura position as bookkeeper with the CooDealers In
key red table damask, clover leaf patper Lumber company.
per
yard,
45c.
tern,
Sheep, Wool, Hides,
C. J. Mix and wife, from Thorpe,
Fresh Kansas eggs 22c.
Wis., are in the city, and Mr. Mix has
Best Kansas flour $1.35.
accepted a position in the car depart
Goat
17 pounds cane sugar $1.
ment oi the local railway shops. He
5 gallons coal oil $1.15.
WRITE FOR PRICES
is a brother of Mrs. A. L. Newton.
THE MAZE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
The Silver City Enterprise says:
WM. K1EKE, Proprietor.
Mrs. James Grunsfeld and son, Master
Albert, arrived in the city Wednesday
Professor Di Mauro, Violinist.
on a visit to Mrs. Grunsfeld's sisters,
Teacher of violin and mandolin to
Dealer In
Mrs. Henrietta Schutz and Mrs. H. E perfection, and also furnish the best
territory,
for
Dillon.
orchestra music in the
Col. J. S. Van Doren and wife, of dancing and concerts in any kind of
Bluewater, N. M., accompanied by Mrs opera music desired.
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
o
John H. Norton and daughter, of Los
Repairing done promptly and by
Mrs. H. E. Sherman, dressmaKer and
Angeles, came In last night from the
west and will remain a few lays in ladles' tailor, No. 217 South Second skilled workmen.
325 South Second Street,
street.
the metropolis.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Rev. J. M. Craig, the synodic! mis
XTRA choice dressed chickens and
sionary of the Presbyterian church for
ducks, prime Kansas City steaks.
MONEYTO LOAN
New Mexico and Arizona, was a pas the best In native meats.
At the
senger for Santa Fe this morning. He San Jose Market tomorrow.
was in Phoenix last week and says he
On diamonds, watches or any good
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds security.
found the weather excessively warm.
Great bargains In watches
wrapping
good
for
papers,
of old
A. J. Fischer, a prominent druggist
of every description.
The
Address,
cheap.
purposes,
of Santa Fe, came down from that
A. M. trNOW,
Albuquerque, N. M.
place Sunday night, to confer with
209 South Second street, few doors
B. Ruppe in regard to business connorth of vestofile.
8ubscriDe lor The Daily Citizen.
nected with the territorial board of
pharmacy, of which board the gentlemen are members.
Fred J. Ward, who will be remembered as a former resident of this city,
but now employed as manager of a
large coal and lumber company at Mar- shallfleld, Oregon, Is In the city visiting old friends. Mrs. Ward, nee Miss
Maxwell, has been spending the sum
mer in tne city. w. II. Maxwell, ner
father la expected to arrive In the city
the last of the week.
Richard Wetherell and Freu B. Hyde,
of the Hyde Exploring Expedition, who
have been spending several days in the
city transacting business, left Satur
day night for Denver. They will return to Albuquerque In a few weeks
accompanied by Mrs. Wetherell and
children, who have been spending the
summer at Cripple Creek, Colo. The
Hyde Exploring Expedition will send
a big exhibit to the fair.
Mrs. H. W. Hendricks and son, Hyda,
who were at Gallup the past week visiting Mr. and Mrs. James Carman, returned to the city this morning on the
No. 2 passenger train, and will continue their visit with Mr. and Mrs.
the lady being a sister of the
former. They report having had a
fine time at Gallup, and say that the
Caimeus took great pains to show
them the interesting .points In and
around the Carbon town.

THE
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...SIMON STERN...

UNIVERSITY

NEW JWEXIC0

I

E. G.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX5
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E. J. POST & CO.
.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MelNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
STEEL RANGES
COOK STOVES,

.BASE BURNERS.
Repairs for all makes of stoves.
Order your repairs now before the
cold arrives. It helps you and helps

hi

Garcia & Co

We buy In carloads
lowest jobbing prices.

and make

Pelts

skins

New Mexico Normal
University
...
At Las Vegas.

S. MICHAEL

Fine Watches,

t

Fine Jewelry.

A Training School for Teachers.
An Academic School for General Edu-

ffl

CItl-sen-

cation.
A

Preparatory School for College.

An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model Primary and

High School.
Classes in every grade from Kindergarten to College.
A Faculty cf Specialists.
Located in the Ideal Residence Town
of New Mexico.
A Model

For information address

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

CXXXDOCOCCXJOOCOOOOO

JUST 50c

'Queen Quality"

Fully Gurauteed

Has steel cutters and it
grinds meats, vegeta-table- s,
nuts etc. capacity
3-- 4
lbs. meat per minute.
Can be taken apart instantly for cleaning.

t,

W. V. Wolvln, D. P. K., Dental Sur-

geon Santa Fe Pacific Kailroad, Grant
Mock. Uott. 'phones.

'

The Best Food Chopper Made,

SHOES

Colden

Grammar

School.

,

LADIES'

.

Whitney

Rule Dry Goods Go,

X

7

Company

AuL 24S: Hell.
Phones:
South First street. -
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